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ABSTRACT
The influence of the floor system on the behavior of a three-
dimensional multistory steel frame under wind load is studied. The
multistory frame consists of a series of parallel uubraced steel
frames forming the main wind resist~ng elements. The floor system
consists of sol-id reinforced concrete 'slabs attach,ed with steel
stud shear connectors 'to the floor and frame beams. Any type of
-discontinuities in the floor slabs such as holes and ~hrin~age
gaps at the columns can be accommodated.
The three dimensional multistory frame is considered to'have
symmetric geometry and loading as viewed in a direction parallel to
the plane of the unbraced frames. Therefore, it is possib.le to"
study" any one of the unbraced frames with its panel wide floor sys-
tem to obtain the lo.ad-drift curve of the complete structure. Such
"an unbraced frame with its floor system ~s called a composite frame
in this dissertation.
'The composite frame is further- reduced to an equivalent plane
frame by replacing the floor system with an equiv"alent slab at
each'floor level." Each equivalent slab has uniform width. al~ng the
,length of the composite frame and is separately ,determined for each
floor level~ ·In determining the width o~ the equivalent slao, the
effects of flexibility of the shear connectors, of discontinuities
in the floor slabs and of cracking of the concrete slaDs are in-
cluded.
The equivalent plane frame is then subjected to a second-
order elastic-plastic analysis to obtain the complete 'load-drift
-1-
curve of the composite frame. The plastic moments of the beams are
the composite plastic moments of the floors. These were determined
by considering each floor as a continuous composite beam.
Two example problems are analyzed to show. that the floor
system can significantly increase the maximum strength and stiff-
ness of the bare steel frame. If, the "Shear conne~tion between the
slabs and the frame beams is flexible instead of ~igid, then a
'significant increase in the service load drift of the composite
'frame occurs. Cracking of the concrete slaDs Qas a small in~
fluence on the service load drift. The service load drift is'not
affected by, discontinuities in the floor slabs. Substantial savt.ng
in steel weight is possible by includ~ng tne ~loo~ system ~n th~
design of the steel. frame to resist wind loads.
· \
1. 11lTRODUCTION
1.1 Purpose
The steel frame of a multistory building is the primary
structural element that is utilized to resist the applied gravity
and wind loads. Gravity loads are transmitted to the steel frame
through the floor system. The floor system comprises the floor
slabs and the floor beanls. In this dissertation "floor beams"
have a specific meaning as defined in Article 1.2.
The wind loads are transmitted to the steel fram.e through
the exterior wall system. The exterior walls and other systems
such as the interior infi!1 panels and the floor system are ,usually
negl~cted in the design of th~ steel frame to resist ,the wind loads.
However the increased demand for the earth's limited natural re-
,sources and the ever~rising costs of building materials ha~e. made
it necessary that maximum use be·made·of more of the components of
a building.
'Research pn the contribution of the exterior and interior
walls to the wind resistance of a steel frame is well advanced. eLl,
l.Z)! 1 b d f
'However, litt 'e, has een one on the contribution.c. the
.floor system to the wind resistance of a steel 'f~ame. Apart from
its role as "a' horizontal di~phragm 'to distribute lo~ds from one
frame to another, the ability of the floor system tb increase the
lateral load resistance of the steel frame and to decrease frame
drift has virtually beeri ignored'. The primary reason for this
situation is that no economical method has yet been devised to
-3-
account for the influence of the floor system.
It is the purpose of this dissertation to study the influence
of the floor system and to develop a method for including the, con-
tribution of the floor system when determining, the lateral load
resistance of a multistory steel frame. Such a method should re-
suIt not only in a substantial saving ,in the weight of the steel
structure, but in more reliable calculations of the frame drift
·under wind loads.
1.2 Composite Frames
·Figure· ~.l shows the type of three-dimension~lmultistory
frame that will be studied. The frame consists of several paral~
leI tinbraced steel frames form~ng the main wind resist~ng elements.
The spacing of the unbraced frames is denoted by Band L1 and L2
denote the centerline distances of the steel col~mns. Wrepre-
'sents the distributed floor loads and H the horizontal wind load.
The story height is denoted by h.
The frame of Fig. 1.1 also has symmetri~ geometry and load~ng.
This implies that all the unbraced fra~esare identical and evenly
spac~d and are subjected to symmetrical distributions .of floor loads
~
as viewed in a direction parallel to the plane of the unbrace.d
frames·. The behavior of each unbraced frame under the applied: grav\""'\
ity and wind loads are therefore t4e same, It'is consequently po~
sible to isolate any unbraced frame· with its panel wide floor sys~
tern and study this frame to obtain the behavior of the complete
.three-dimensional frame. Such a frame will be' called a composite
frame and is shown in" Fig. 1.2:~_
Figure 1.2b shows some of the structural detail of a compos-
ite .frame. The composite frame comprises the reinforced concrete"
floor slabs, the floor' and frame beams and the steel columns. In
this dissertation "frame beams" refer to the beams of the unbraced
steel frames. _Al~ other beams will be called floor beams.
The reinforced concrete floor slabs are attached to the floor
.and frame beams with mechanical shear connectors. Rigid connec-
tions CArSe Type 1) exist between the frame beams and the
columns. (1.3) The floor beams'are attached to the frame beams
with,rigid or simple connections CArSe Type 2).
,~.3 Objectives
The major objective of this" dissertation is .to develop an
analytical method to obtain the second-order load-drift cllrve of"
a co~posite frame. By comparing the load-drift curve of the com-
posite frame with that of' the bare steel frame the influence of the
floor system will be exposed. Of particular interest is the effect
of the floor' system on 'the maximum strength and service load drift
of the steel frame.,
The behavior of the composite frame may be affected by
.. several parameters. Amon~ these are the flexibility of the
shear connectors between the floor slabs and the frame beams, dis-
continuities in the floor slabs and crack~ng of the reinforced
. concrete slabs. The effects .of these parameters on the load-drift
curve of a composite frame will be d.emonstrated.
-5-
If the influence of the floor system on the maximum strength
of the steel frame is known, then it should be possible to design
a composite frame which has the same maximum strength as the steel
frame. If, furthermore, the service load drift of the composite "
frame is less than or, equal to that of the steel frame, then a sub-
stant~al saving in the weight of the steel frame may be possible.
That, this is indeed so, will be demonstrated.
1~4' Problem Statement
.. A stiffness analysis of the bare steel frame consists of
dividing the structure into one-dimensional beam and column e1e-
m,ents, determining the stiffness matrix of each elemerit, 'assembling
all' the stiffne9s matrices to obtain the total stiffness matrix,
incorporating the boundary conditions and finally solving the set
of simultaneous equations to obtain the nodal displacements. (1.4)
.The ~emibandwidth of the total stiffness matrix is equal to the
largest difference in the numbers of adjac:ent· nodes plus one mult·i-
plied by the ~odal degre~ of freedom. The size of the total stiff-
ness matrix is equal to .the number of n·odes times the noda.l degree
of .freedom. The time requir~d to solve the set of simultaneous
equations on a computer is proportional to the square of the s'emi-
bandwidth times the size of the ,s,tiffness matrix~
If the procedure as described above is used to anal:rze a com-
posit~ frame then the following problems arise:
1) Because the composite·frame is three-dimensional both the
~emibandwidth and th~ size of the co~posite frame stiffness
. -6.....
matrix can be from 50 to 100 times greater than that of the
steel frame. Execution time on a computer would, consequently,
be (50)3 to (100)3 times greater for the composite frame than
for the steel frame. To obtain one linear elastic analysis
would therefore involve a very large cost. In addition
numerical errors will have a significant influence on the
analytical results.
2) To obtain the complete load-drift 'curve of the composite frame
requires a nonlinear analysis involving many lin~ar elastic
analyses. Since it was concluded above that the cost of one
linear elastic analysis can b'e very large, it is evident that
the cost of a nonlinear analysis can be astronomical. Futher-
more, the accumulation of numerical errors would make ·the
analytical results worthless.
For solving large structures such as the composite frame the
(1 4)
method of substructures is often used.· With thi~ method the
composite frame is divided into a number of, substructures. The
stiffness matrix "of each substructure is inverted and "the unknown
jorces at the releases are' determined by satisfying compatibility
at these'locations. Nodal displacements are" then determined by back
substitution. However, the "total computational effort will not de-
crease and may quite likely increase because of the additional
matrix operations.
The problem associated with a composite frame, therefore, is
the very' iarge co~putational.effortnecessary to obtain the second-
order load-drift curve. In this dissertation a method is developed
-7-
'~hich·greatly reduces this effort thereby providing an economical
means for obtaining the load-drift curve. The method yields re-
sults which are approximate but compare favorably with available
experimental results.
1.5 Scope
The analytical method developed in this dissertation is suit-
-able for all multistory buildings of the type sho~vn in Fig. 1.1.
'No restriction is placed on the number of stories or the number of
panels in both directions. The floors consist of solid 'reinforced
concrete slabs attached to the floor and frame beams with headed
steel stud shear connectors. Formed metal deck slabs are not con-
sidered although the basic theory developed in this dissertation .
also applies to those slabs.
In-plane behavior and out-af-plane bending of the concrete
slabs are included to accurately determine the stiffness of a com-
posite frame at the working load level. Discontinuities in the
reinforced concrete slabs such .as holes and shrinkage gaps at the'
columns are permissible. Cracking of the concrete slabs is studied.
Composite action between the concrete slabs and the floor and
frame beams ,i~cluding the effect of flexible shear eonnection is
considered.
A' nonlinear analysis using the plastic moments of the, com-
posite floor sections is included'to determine the maximum strengh
of a .composite fram~. All other topics related to steel frame anal-
ysis are also included. (1.5) De~ign examples are analyzed to demon-
-8-' -
strate the method of composite frame analysis as developed in this
dissertation.
"1.6 Review of Previous Work
Reference 1.6 presents an excellent summary of the existing
work on the three-dimensional analysis of multistory buildings. A
common assumption used is that the floor' slabs have -infinite in-
1· ·ff d -ff (1.7-1.13)pane St1 ness an zero transverse St1 ness. . " The effect
o.f composite action between the slabs and the frame beams is con-
sidered by using the T-beam approach. References 1.7 to 1.11
present linea~ elastic analyses. References 1.12 and 1.13 also
include nonlinear analyses.
. The assumption of zero transverse stiffness of the slabs ne-
glects the effect of slab bending on the stiffness of a composite
frame. Furthermore, the T-beam approach can only provide an approx-
·imation of the composite action between the slabs and the frame
beams. The T-beam approach can also not ·consider the eff eC.t of a
flexible shear connection betv7een the slabs and the frame beams"
Neither of the nonlinear analyses in R~fs. 1.12 and 1.13 consider
the ~omposite plastic moments of the floors.
References 1.14 to 1.16 present finite element analyses. of
three-dimensional multistory buildings •. The whole building includ-
"ing 'tvalls,floor slabs a,nd beams is divided into finite elements
and the nodal displacements then determined by the stiffness
h d (1.4)met 0 This approach however has, all the problems associated
with a standard composite frame' analysis (Art". 1.4) and will there-
for~ not be used in this dissertation.
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Reference 1.17 and 1.18 present an interesting approach to
the analysis of buildings composed of floor slabs, shear walls and
unbraced frames. It is assumed that the buildings can be separated
into two structural systems namely the steel structure and a verti-
cal grillage comprising the floor slabs and shear walls. The two
systems are analyzed separately_w~ilestil1satisfying displacement
comp'atibility at the j.oints. Reference 1.18 also includes an elas-
,tic-plastic analysis.
The approach described above has the disadvantage that it can
not be applied to a structure which has no shear walls such as the
composite frame. In addition the basic' concept-af'separating the
steel structure from the floor slabs ignores composite ac'tion be-
tween· the slabs and the steel beams. This approach is therefore
not su~table for ,the analysis of a ~ompos,itefra~e.
Reference 1.19 presents a method whereby a slab and frame
~st~ is anaiyzed us~g the force met~d.(1.4) The syst~ is re~
leased at the top and bottom nfh the columns, the flexibilit'y coeffi-
cients "for the columns and slab,s deternlined and the unknown forces
at the releases obtained by satisfying :disp'lacement compatib:Llty.
The flexibility coefficie~ts of a slab are obtained by solving
the "gavernirig.differential equation for plate"bending using finite
differences.
The' approach described above 'is essent~al1y the method of
substructures and its disadvantages were discussed in Art. 1.4. In
addition the finite, difference method 'has its Ovln problems and dis-
advantages (Art. 4.3.2). The approach of Ref. 1.19 will therefore
not be u~ed in this' dissertation.
-10-
When the three-dimensional building frame has both symmetric
geo~etry and loading then the structure can be reduced to an equiva-
lent plane frame. In ·this pro.cess equivalent slab widths are de-
termined for the floor slabs. (1.20-1.22) . In Refs. 1.20 and 1.21
equivalent slab widths are determined for slabs subjected to con-
centrated moments as applied by the columns. In Ref,. 1.22 equiva-
lent slab widths are determined for slabs connecting shear walls.
The equivalent slab widths as determined above do not involve
any beams and consequently no composite behavior and .are therefore
not· applicable to a composite frame. Furthermore, no attempt is
made to determine the effect, of concrete cracking on the equivalent
slab width. However, the concept of an equivalent slab width under
the action of lateral loads is important 'Since it will also form
the basic approach to be used in this dissertation to 'represent the
floor system of a composite frame~
All the' references quoted so far have either inadequately
treated or completely neglected composite a~tion between the slab
and·the steel beams. None of the references discussed the effect
of a flexible shear connection between the slab. and the steel beams.
Composite beams with flexible shear connection were studied in
Refs. 1.23 to 1.25-. The composite beam·is treated as a two-dimen-
sional member to set up the governing differential equation or the
equivalent set of simultaneous. equations. Because of the two-dimen-
.sional approach this method c~n not be applied to three-dimensional
composite floors.
References 1.26 and 1.27 present finite element treatments of
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composite action in beam-slab systems. In Ref. 1.26 special linkage
elements are introduced to simulate the shear connec·tors. However,
the additional linkage' elements require additional nodes leading
to a larger bandwidth and size for the total stiffness matrix.
This method will ~onsequently not be used •.
In Ref. 1.27 the effect of composite action betw~en the slab
and a steel beam is considered by deriving an equivalent stiffness
matrix for the steel b'eam. The stiffness matrix is however only
valid for a rigid shear connection between the slab and the steel
beam. In'Ch. 30£ this dissertation this stiffness matrix is ex~
tended to also include the effect of a flexible shear connection
b~tween the slab and'the steel beam.
Regarding experimental work· the results reported in Refs. 1.28
and 1 ..29 are significant. - Reference 1.28 reports the results of an
, expe~imental investigation that was conducted on a small scale four"
,story building. The model was tested with and without the concrete
floors in position. There was no mechanical shear connection between
the 'slabs and tIle- steel' 'beams. Composite action was due to friction
only ,caused by the dead weight of ·th~ slabs. The test results showed
that the presence of the concre~e slabs increased the lateral stiff-
. , "ness of the steel frame by 67 percent.o 'The results of the investi-
gation in Ref. 1.29 showed the same effect although an increase 6£
only 15 percent was observed.
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2. FACTORS AFFECTING THE BEllAVIOR OF COMPOSITE FRAMES
2.1 Introduction.
The behavior·of a composite frame under combined gravity and
*ind loads is represented"by iis ~oad-drift curve. Figure 2~1 shciws
an assumed load-drift' curve for a composite frame.' The lateral
load H is plotted against the horizontal deflection or" drift ~at-
the top of the frame.
Two portions' of" the load-drift curvg are of prime importance.
The first is the drift at service loads which is used to determine
the comfort of the occupants. (2.1) The second is the peak value
of .the curve called the maximum strength of tIle composite frame.
The maximum strength of a composite frame determines the safety
against overloads. The maximum strength must be greater ·than 'or
equal to the service load times a certain factor called the load
fa"ctor. (2.1)
Several factors affect the maximum strength and service load
drift of a composite frame and will be discussed in the next sec-
iions. These factors will be included in subsequent chapters where
th'e ma.ximum strengt.h and, stiffness of composite frames are deter-
mined.
2.2 . Cracking and Crushing of Plain Concrete
2.2.1 Uniaxial Behavior.
(2.2)Figure 2.2a shows the uniaxial behavior of plain concrete~ •
In this' figure 01 is the stress in the concrete and E the corre-
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spon~ing strain. The maximum compressive stress ·is ft and the max-
c
imum tensile stress is ft.
It can be seen from :Fig. 2.2a that concrete does not maintain
its maximum strength as the strain increases. The maximum stress ~
f~ can therefore no't be used for ultimate strength design. For
the p~rpose of ultimate strength design an elastic-pla~tic behavior
is assumed with the concrete having a maximum ~trength of 0.85f' as
c
shown in the figure. (2.2)
When a ~ultistory building as shoWn in Fig. 1.1 (Art.' 1.2) is
subjected to lateral loads only, then all the floors are essential~
ly subjected to uniaxial bending except for regions close to the
columns. The uniaxial bending results in uniaxial stresses in the
,
concrete slabs. In this case the stress-strain curve o-f ,Fig. 2.2a
is applicable and the concrete is assumed to have a maximum
st-rength of 0.85f'. This result is used in Ch •. 5 for part of the
c'
,maximum "strength analysis of compo.site one-story assemblages.
The small tensile strength of concrete as shown in Fig. 2.2a
is 'significant because it will lead to cracking at very early
stages thereby completely losing its tensile strength. As a re-
su~t the tensile strength of concrete is o~ten neglected as will
'be "done in this d:i:ssertation. The implic"ation, is th.at the stif~-
ness 'of concrete members such as ,the reinforcedcoJIlCrete slabs of
a composite frame will be, underestimated at low loads.
2.2.2 Biaxial Behavior •
F · 2 ~~ h h b- - 1 b h· f'~ i (2.3)· 19~re .~u· sows t e laXla e aVl0r 0 pLa n concrete.
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The stresses in two perpendicu~ar directions are .denoted by a1'and
°2 - Under biaxial compression the concrete strength can increase
to a maximum value of 1.27f' in the presence of a stress ratio
c
02/01 of 0.7. (2.3) The maximum strength under biaxial tension is
essentially the same as under uniaxial tension.
A region of biaxial compression exists, in the co~crete slabs
of composite frames at the beam-to-column connections. Under the
action of lateral loads on the composite frame the columns press
against the slabs thereby applying nearly concentrated, loads to the
"slabs~ Because of the cbntinuity of the slab the region near the
column "is not free to expand sideways. This lateral confinement
results in biaxial compression in the slab at a colum~. At'the
column face the concrete can reach its maximum biaxial compressive
strength of 1.27f'. (2.4,2.5)
c
The effect of gravity loads on a composite" frame is essen-
tial1y to cause biaxial bending in the slabs. Biaxial bending
creates biaxial stresses in the slab. These biaxial stresses are
dominant in. the" upper st?ries of ,the building where the uniaxial
,stresses caused by the lateral loads (Art. 2.2.1) are comparative-
1y sma"ll. , In the I'ower stories the tlniaxial stresses "in the slabs
are dominant.
2.2.3 Triaxial B'ehavior" of "Plain' Concrete.
The triaxial behavior of concrete was studied in Refs. 2.6
and 2~7. Tests results have shown that both the maximum strength
•
and ductility of concrete increase greatly under t~iaxial compres-
-sion'. Ma:ximum strengths' of 2 to 3 times -f' have been obtained.
c
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In composite frames subjected to lateral loads triaxial com-
press.ion exists in the lower part of the slab at a beam-to-colunm .
connection. The lower ·part of .the slab in addition to being con-
fined by the column and adjacent concrete is also confined from be-
low by the top flange of the frame beam. The concrete in this
region is therefore under triaxial compression and will' reach 'a
s,trength ,higher than 1.27f' which can be obtained under biaxial
c
compression (Art. 2.2.2). This result is also used in Art. 2.5.2
where the maximum strength. of composite beam-to-column connections
is discussed.
2.3 Cracking of Reinforced Concrete Slabs
2.3.1 Schematic Model
As noted in Art. 2.2.1 the role of ~ateral loads on a mu1ti-
story building is essentially to produce uniaxial stresses in the
floor slabs. Of importance here is the uniaxial tension· that is
produced in the reinforced concrete slabs by the lateral loads. Be-
cause 'of the low tensile strength of the concrete the slabs will
crack, at relatively sm~11 loads. .With increasing lateral loads
more cracks form until the s~ab eventually consists of·many cracks
'closely spaced. Additional cracking ceases when the reinforcing
starts to yield at the cracks.
Figure 2. 3a shows a reinforced concr'ete slab that is cracked
under uniaxial tension. Under the action of tensile forces in the
x-direction a series of cracks has formed in the y-direction. In
subsequent work it will be assumed that the concrete has no ten-
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sile strength. The reinforcement in the x-direction must therefore
resist all the tensile forces.
Figure 2.3b show~ the schematic model for a reinforced con-
crete slab with cracks. The slab is modeled as an orthotropic plate
with different, Young's moduli and Poisson ratios in the x-and y-di-
t
. (2.8,2.9) .
ree 10n8. E and E are the Young's Moduli in the x- and
x y
y-directions respectively and V and V are the corresponding
xy . yx
Poisson ratios.
2.3.2 Stress-Strain Relationship
'Assuming that the slab is in a state of plane stress then the
stress-strain relation for an orthotropic material is given by(Z.S)
(J 1 V 0 £
X xy x
E
(J y' 0 2.1= V n £y
n-V' 2 xy y
xy
n~v ' 2
T 0 0
.xy
xy 2 (n+v ) Yxy
xy
where
E ~n = --::L. = 2.2E v
.x yx
For the cracked slab 0.£ Fig. 2.3a the material parameters are
assumed :as follows:
E = E = 'Young's modulus for plain concretey c
V = V = Poisson ratio for plaln concrete
xy' c
E = E = Equivalent Young's- modul~s for a cracked section
x e
· V = V = Equivalent Poisson' ratio for a cracked section.yx e
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Reference 2.10 presents equations to calculate E. The value
c
of V can~e taken as 0.15. With concrete assumed to have no ten-
c
sile strength the value of E is given by
e
where
= area of long~tudinal reinforcement per unit
cross-sectional area of the slab.
2.3
E = Young's modu~us for steel reinforcement.
'Using Eq. 2.2 the value of v is given by
e
V
V c Pi E 2.4=e E
c
2.3.3 Effect on the Behavior of Composite Frames .
.The equiv~lent modulus E as given by Eq. 2.3 is much ·smaller
e
than the Young's modulus E
c
for concrete for practical values.of Pt •
. Consequently the axial stiffness of a cracked slab is much smaller
·than that of an uncracked slab. The bending .stiffness of a compos-
ite steel-concrete section will therefbr~ also be decreased by
cracking although not by the ~ame degree. The-.effect of cracking
on the stiffness of a composite frame Will even-be less since only
certain regions of the floor slabs are in tension •
. 2.4 Interaction Between the Slab and the Steel ~eams.
2.4.1 Load-Slip Relationship of the Shear Connectors.
The interaction between the slab and the steel beams depends
on the load-slip relationship of the shear connectors. In Ref. 2.11
the load-slip relationship of shear connectors is determined from
tests' on .pushout specimens.. Two empirical' formulas are given for
the load-slip relationship. For continuously loaded specimens the
relationship is
q = q (1
u
where
2.5
'q = shear force in a shear connector (kip)
qu = maximum shear strength of a shear connector (kip)
b = relative slip between the slab and the steel beam (in)
For reloaded specim~ns t~e relationship is
801\q = q
.u 1 + 801\ 2.6
Equation 2.5 has a vertical tangent at zero load i~lying
rigid shear connection between the slab and'the steel beam. The
rigid shear connection is due to the' natural bond between the con-
crete slab and the steel beam. At a certain value of the appl~ed
.loadthe natural bond between the slab and the steel beam is de-
strayed. The load-slip relationship for a~l subsequent load appli-
cations will ~hen be that of Eq. 2.6 implying a flexible shear. con-
nection between the slab and the steel beam.
The effect of a flexible shear connection between the slab
and the steel beam is to reduce the bending stiffness of a composite
section. The sti,ffness ~f composite floors and 'consequently, of a
composite frame will likewise be affected. The effect of a flexible
shear. connection on the stiffness of a steel beam element is treat-
ed in Ch. 3.
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A flexible shear connection however has no effect on the max-
imum strength of a composite section. Both Eqs. 2.5 and 2.6 lead
to the same maximum shear strength qu at large values of the rela-
tive slip~. The maximum strength of a composite frame will there-
fore not be 'affected by a flexible shear connection between the
slab and the steel beams.
'Reference 2.11 also gives an empirical formula for the maxi-
mum shear strength q of a shear connector. The formula is
u
where
q = 0.5 a I ft E
u c c c
2.7
a = area of a shear connector ~,(in2) •
c
Equation 2.7 is valid for both normal and lightweight .concrete
2.4.2 Friction
An' important parameter which is not included in Eqs. 2.5 or
,2.6 is friction between the slab and the steel beam. Friction un~
like natural bond is always present and increases both the maximum
strength and stiffness of the shear connection. Friction petween
the slab and the steel beam is dependent on the coefficient of fric-
"tion and the comp~essive force between the slab "and the steel beam.
Two types ~f shear connecti9n are used in composite design
namely full shear connection and partial shear connection.
(1.3)
For a~y composite section the strength of the shear connection for
par~ial shear connection is always ~ess than that for full shear •
connection. The effect ~~ friction would be to increase the
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strengths of both types of shear connection. However, only in the
case of partial shear connection will friction increase the
maximum strength of "the composite section and consequently of the
composite frame.
The effect of friction between the slabs and the steel beams
on the stiffness of a multistory building was reported in Ref. 1.28
'(Art. 1.5). Because the tests in Ref. 1.28 were conducted in the
linear elastic range no quantitative information is available on the
effect of friction on the maximum strength of a multi~tory building.
This aspec~ requires future research.
2.5 Composite Beam-to-Column Connections.
2.5.1 Introduction
An impor~ant factor contributing to the maximum strength and
Btiffness of composite frames is the composite beam-to-column con-
nections. When a: composite frame is.subjected to lateral loads the
columns apply concentrated moments to the composite floors at the
beam~to-column connections. As a result peak moments exist in the
composite floor at ~hese locations. The strength and stiffness of
the composite bea~to-column connections will therefore have signi~
.. ficant bearing on the behavior of a co~osite frame.
Reference 2.4 and 2.5 present the results of" an extensive
investigation into the behavior' of composite beam-to-column connec-
tions. The connections were tested 'under positive bending moment,
that is, the concrete at the column is in compression.. Figure 2.4
shows the test. set-up that was used for testing composite beam-to-
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column connections. Figure 2.5 shows typical moment-rotation
curves obtained from the te"st results. In this figure curve Al re-
presents a connection without a shrinkage gap between the slab and
the column face and curve A2 a connection with a shrinkage gap.
"To prevent a shrinkage gap between the slab and column face
the slab reinforcement was welded to the column flange. This pro-
cedure gave satisfact~ry results as shown by the difference in the
initial slopes ,of the curves in Fig. 2.5. For practical purposes
"however, this procedure may be uneconomical and alternative measures
such as a heavy band of reinforcement around the column need be in-
vestigated.
Several variables wer~ investigated to determine their effects
on the maximum strength, initial stiffness and ductility of compo~
site bea~to-column connections. These were 1) concrete strength
2) slab" thickness 3) slab width 4) a shrinkage gap between the
column face and the slab, 5) shear, connector spacing near the column
face 6) frame beam depth 7) formed metal deck slabs '8) ",lateral
beams framing into the column and, 9) ~epeated loads.
2-.5 •2 "Maximum Strength
The test results showed that the maximum strength of a compo-
site bea~to-columh connection is mainly affected by ~he' concrete
" "
strength, slab thickness ,column face width, yield stress and -'depth
of the frame beams and type of slab construction, that is" solid or
formed metal deck slabs. ,With- solid slab construction the composite
beam-to-column connections exceeded the 'bare steel connection by
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65 to 87 percent. With formed metal deck slab construction the in-
crease in strength was from 54 to 61 percent.
The' maximum s~re~gth of the composite bea~to-column connec-
tions was theoretically predicted through' the use of upper and lower
. (2.4,2.5)
bounds. For the upper bound a failure mechanism was as-
sumed as shown· in Fig. 2.6a. The force P was determined by mdnimi-
zation of the internal dissipation of energy. The horizontal part
of curve 4 in Fig. 2.5 represents the upper bound value.
For the lower bound a stress field was assumed as shown in
Fig. 2.6b In this figure t is the slab thickness, d the frame
beam depth and f the yield stress of the frame beam. A maximum
Y .
stre~s of 1.3f' was used for t4e concrete in contact with the column
c
face.' The value of 1.3f' was decided upon after consideration of
c '
the biaxial (Art. 2.2.2) and the triaxial (Art. 2.2'.3) 'behavior of
the concrete at this' location. The horizo~tal part of curve 3 in
Fig. 2.5 represe~ts the lower bound value. In Ch. '5 extensive use
is made of' this lower bound value.
2.5.3' Stiffness
The stiffness of'composite beam-to-co1umn connections is
, .mainly affected by slab thickness, frame, beam size and a shrinkage
gap at the column face. The effect of a shrinkage gap is essen-
tially to decrease the initial .stiffness of 8- connection as can be-
seen by comparing the initial s~opes of the curves in Fig. 2.5.
It is exp·ected that shrinkage. gaps will have the same effect on
the stiffness of a composite frame.
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Predicting the stiffness of a composite beam-to-column connec-
tion was found to be inconclusive. It was apparent that shear coh-
nectar stiffness had to be accounted for., In an actual composite
frame the full panel width contributes to the stiffness of the
structure instead of the limited slab width of the test'specimens.
The stiffness of composite frames including the effect of a flexible
. shear connection is studied in Ch. 6.
2.5.4 Ductility
The ductility of a structure is usually given in terms o~ the
ductility factor which is defined as the peak dispiacement divided
~ the yield displa~~ent.(2.l2)A ~~tili~ factor of fr~ 4 to 6
is usually recommended for buildings in earthquake ar~as. The duc-
tility factors of ~11 the .connections tested lay between these
values and it was therefore concluded that composite beam-to-columrt
connections possess adequate ductility.
An essential requirement f~r the pl~stic desig~ of multistory
frames is that all the members m~st have adequate rotation capa-·
. ..' ( 2 .13) R · . · f · b 1~lty. otatlon c~pactlY ora composlte e~m-to-co umn con- .
nection is defined in Fig. 2.7. It was concluded in ,Ref. '2.5 that
composite b'eam-to-column c~nnections 'possess adequate rotation ca-·
pacity.for.plastic design to be applicable to composite frames.'
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2.6 Discontinuities
2.6~1 Discontinuity in the Concrete Floor Slab
In Art. 2.5.1 reference was made t~- a shrinkage gap between
the reinforced concrete slab and the column. Figure 2.8a shows
that shrinkag~ gaps occur all around the column. These shrinkage
gaps constitute discontinuities in the concrete slab. Because
'these discontinuities occur in regions of peak bending moments their
effect on the behavior of a composite frame may be significant.
The effects of th~"discontinuities in the concrete slab are
shown in Fig. 2.8b. On the windwa~d side of the column the
shrinkage gap never closes so that the slab has a free edge on that
side of the column. The width of this free ~dge is B where B is
c c
the column flange width. On this free edge the normal stress
always remains zero,. The effect of a free edge in the slab on the
windwa~d side of" a column is considered in Chapters 5 and 6.
On the leeward side of the column t~e shrinkage C gap closes_
and the slab applies a -normal pressure to the column flange. 'Under
this_ pressure the column flange will tend to bend out-af-plane as
shown in Fig,. 2.8b". The effect of this flange bending is included
in the results of Ch. 4. In the analysis of composit,e frames as
presented in Ch. 6 this flange bending is neglected by assuming
that th~ column has rigid flanges •.
2~6.2 Discontinuity in the, Frame Beam Flanges
Another area of discontinuity' is that of the frame beam
flanges at the beam-to-column conn~ctions as shown in Fig. 2.9a.
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Because the frame beam flanges are not continuous between the
column flanges local distortions of the column flange occurs. An
exact analysis of thes"e local distortions of the column flange is
very complicated and lies beyond the scope of this "dissertation.
It ,is possible to overcome the discontinuity in the frame
beam flanges by providing horizontal stiffeners ~s shown in Fig.
2.9be The horizontal' stiffeners are welded to both column flanges
and the column web.' There are two main obj ections against horizon-
, t~l stiffeners. Increased cost is involved and the h~gher restraint
now present in the welded regions provide a greater possibility of
lamellar tearing. (2.14) In this dissertation it will be assumed
that the frame beam flanges are continuous.
2."7- Additional Factors
Ther~ are several additional factors which affect the maximum
strength and stiffness' of composite fram~s. All have been treated
in connection with steel frames and will only be referred to.
h h PA f d h· ff f~" b·"I· (2.13,T ere are,t e u orees an t elr e 'ect <;>u rame' sta "11ty,
2 .15) , .. Id"· f 1 d h f · fl· h> · (2 .13 ,Y1e. lrtg 0 stee an t e ormatlon 0 P ,astlc luges,·
2.16) strainhardening of steel(2.l3) and the decrease in bending
. (2 17)" . "
stiffness ~f coltimn~ due to the axial forces.· Other factors
which are not considered in this dissertation -are fatigue and frac-
ture, (2.18) lamellar tearing(2.14) and local and lateral torsional
b kl · of b (2.15,"3 .. 2)UC lUg mem ers.
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3. STIFFNESS lr1ATRIX FOR THE BEAMS OF COMPOSITE STEEL-CONCRETE FLOORS.
3.1 Introduction
Figure 3.1 shows a typical detail of a composite steel-con-
crete floor. The steel beam of depth d is attached to the rein-
forced concrete slab of thickness t with headed steel stud shear
connectors. In this figure c is the height of the shear connectors
and p is the centerline distance between rows of connectors. The
steel beam may either be a floor beam or a frame beam {see Fig.
1.2b} •
. In this chapter the stiffness matrix of a steel beam element
of length 2 such as AB in Fig. 3.1 is derived. The eccentricity
of the steel beam with respect to the' concrete slab and the flexi-
bility of the shear connectors are ~onsidered in the derivation of
the stiffness matrix.
3.2 Assumptions
The der!vation of 'the stiffness matrix for the steel beam
element AB shown in Fig. 3.1 is based on the following assumptions:
1) The steel beam is prismatic.
2) The shear ·connectors transmit all .forces between
the.slab- and- the steel beam.
3) The steel beam 'and the shear connectors behave,
linearly elastic and are homogeneous and is,:,tropic'.
.4) Plane sections in the slab and steel beam before de-
formation remain plain and parallel after deformation.
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5)- All deflections are small.
6) The weak axis bending stiffness of the steel beam
is neglected.
7) The slab and steel b~am remain in contact.
Assumption 1 precludes non-prismatic beams from the analysis.
Although'non-prismatic beams can be considered with substantial
additional effort, such generalization is not ~equired for typical
rol1~d steel beams.
Assumption 2 neglects the effects ·of bond and friction be-
tween the slab and the steel beam (Art. 2.4.2) on the shear connec-
tion forces. The stiffness of the'shear connection is therefore
underestimated, resulting in an underestimation of the bending
stiffness of the composite section.
Assumption 2 also implies that torsion between the slab and
the steel beam is ~transmitted only by differential elongation of
.the shear connectors. Bearing between the top flange of the steel
beam arid the slab during torsion transfer-is neglected. (3.l)
As a result the torsional stiffness of the shear connection and
cc>nsequently of the composite section i's underestimated.
~ssumption 3 neglects yielding of the steel bea~. In addi-
tion the nonlinear load-slip behavior of th~ ,shear connectors
(Art. 2.4.1) is ignored. The effect of this assumption is to Qver-
estimate the stiffness of a composite section at high·ioads •
.·Assumption 4 implies that plane sections in the slab and steel
beam which lie in the same vertical plane may undergo relative hdri-
zonta:l displacem~nt. Relative slip 'between the slab and steel beam
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is therefore permissible.
Assumption 4 also implies that the steel beam does not warp
under torsion. For warping to occur the flanges of the steel beam
- b bi b d - h - 1 (3.2) S· hmust e a e. to en ~n t e1r own panes. _ 1nce t e top
flange is connected to the ~lab by the shear conn~ctors, in-plane
bending of this flange is prevented. Warping of the steel beam is
h f · 1 d e heb- d· (3.3)t 'ere ore to a arge egree ~n 1 1 te • .
Assumption 5,enables curvatures to be computed from second
derivatives of,deflections.
: Assumption 6 can be justified on the basis that the bending
stiffness of the steel beam about its weak axis is very small in
comparison with the in-plane bending stiffness of the slab.
Assumption 7 implies that the slab and steel beam have every-
where the same deflection and curvature. Although the extensibil-
ity of the shear connectors will cause partial separation between
.the 'slab and the steel beam, this implication is considered to be
- true if at least ~ne edge of the top flange remains in contact with
the slab.
3.3. Schematic Models
To determine' the stiffness matrix of steel beam element An in
Fig. 3.1 it is necessary-to estabiish schematic models representing
the actual beam and shear connection. Subject ,to the assumptions
of Art. 3.2 the sch~matic models need only represent· the axial
stiffness, bending stiffness about the strong axis and St. Venant
torsiona~ stiffness of the steel beam.
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3.3.1 Model having Axial and Bending Stiffness
Figure 3.2a shows a schematic model of the steel beam and
.shear connection. The beam is modeled by a large number of hori-
zontal springs of which three only are shown. The springs are dis-
tributed throughout the depth d to represent the axial and bending
stiffness of the steel beam. The combined axial stiffness of all
these springs is K a quantity which is determined later
s~
(Art. 3.8).
The shear connection is modeled by a single spring of
stiffness K as shown in Fig. 3.2a. The value of K is deter-
c' .C
mined later' (Art. 3.8). The force i~ this spring is proportional
to the relative horizontal displacement or slip between the .two
rigid links. These rigid links represent plane sections 'in the
slab and steel beam and thus conform to assumption 4 (Art. -3. 2) ~
By the same assumption these links alw~ys remain parallel to each
other.
In subsequent work all forces and displacements will be re-
ferred to a reference plane which is taken as the middle surface of
the slab as shown in Fig. 3.2a. An orthogonal system of coordinate
. axes located in- the referenc_e plan~ will also be' used. Positive x
and z are as shown in Fig. 3.2a. The direction of positive y is 90°
,anticlockwise from positive ~ in the reference, plane.· Forces and
displacements ar.e positive when in the direction of positive coor~
dinate axes. Rotations follow the right hand rule •
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3.3.2 Model having St. Venant Torsional Stiffness
Figure 3.2b shows another schematic model of the steel beam
and shear connection. The beam is modeled by a torsional spring_
of stiffness J and the shear c:onnectors by a torsional s'pring
s
of stiffness J. Each spring has only St. Venant torsional
c
stiffnes~ and a length ~ equal to that of element AB (Fig. 3.1).
The values 'of J and J are determined later (Art. 3.9).
s c
In Fig. 3.2b the torsional springs are placed in series. This
complies with the actual situation, that is, the slab applies a
. torsional moment to' the shear connectors which in turn applies the
same torsional moment to the steel, beam. The rigid links in Fig.
3.2b serve only to separate the torsional springs and _clarify the
model.
3.4 Displacements of the Steel Beam
The steel beam as modeled in Fig•..- 3. 2a ,has -three degrees of
freedom namely displacements in the x- and z- directions and a 'ro~
tation about the y-axis. These three'displacements can be wri:tten
in terms of the corresponding displacements u, wand By of the
reference 'plane. By assumption 7 (Art. 3.2) the displacement of
- the beam in the z~direction .is equal to w. By. assumption 4 (A~t.
3~ 2) "the rotation of the beam ab.o,ut the y-axis is equal to e .
y
To determine the displacement of the beam in the x-direction the
contribut'ions from u, wand S' of the reference plane will b'e
y
investigated.
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3.4.1 Due- to Displacement u of the Reference Plane
Figure 3.3a shows the displacements caused by a displacement
.u of the reference plane. In this figure ~ is the relative hori-
zontal displacement between the two rigid links~ At any distance
\
z pelow the reference plane the displacement in the x-direction is
constant and equal to u. In particular. the value'of u at the
z z
centroidal axis· of the steel beam located a distance y below
the reference plane is u. The remaining symbols in the figure have
previously been defined.
Referring to Fig. 3.3.a, the force Q in spring K is
c
given by
Q = K 6 = K '(u - u )
c c. z
3.1"
The axial force in the steel beam is also equal to Q. and is p~opor-
tiona! to u, as follows:
Q = K . u
" s
Since
u ='u
z'
then
Q"= K u
s z
From Eqs. 3.1 and" 3.3 the displacement u is given by
z
.K
c
u = u
z K+K
c s
Using the notation
3.2
3.3 .
3.4
K' K+K
"c s
3.5
then Eq. 3.4 becomes
u = K'u
.z
-32- 3.6
3.4.2 Due· to Rotation e of the Reference Plane
--y
Figure 3.3b shows the displacements caused by a rotation e of
.. .'. Y
·the reference plane. All symbols used in this figure have previous-
1y been defined •.
The force Q in spring K is again given by
c
Q = K 1:1
c'
'The displacement u is equal to
3.7
3.8
~ .
Since the a~ial force in the steel beam is also equal to Q~
3.9
3.10
3.11
3.12.
3.13
u = ·(-z + K" y-' ) e·
z y
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3.14
3.4.1 Due to Displacement wef the Reference Plane
Figure 3.4a shows the displacements caused by a displacement
wof the reference plane. 'Because of assumption 5 (Art 3.2) this
displacement' does not cause any significant displacement in the x-
direction in the steei beam and requires no further consideration.
3.4.4 -Total Displacement in the x-direction
The total displacement of the steel beam in the x-direction
is obtained by adding u - from Eqs. 3.6 and 3.14. This gives
z
u = K t U + (- z + K" Y ) 0 3. 15
z y
The "axial strain and stress -at any level in the steel beam can be
calculated from Eq. 3.15 (Art. 3.6).
3.5 Twisting of the Steel Beam
. Figure 3.4b shows the rotation e of the steel beam caused
xs
by a rotation 8 of the reference plane. It is assumed that th'e
x
angle of tWis~ per unit length ¢~n each of the two torsiorlal
springs varies linearly. Consequently the angle of twist per unit
length ¢ in the shear connector spring J .is equal to
-c . . c
, . e -0
~ = x xs 16
't' . 0 ·',3.
c, N
Similarly the angle of twist per unit length ~ in the 'steel beam
s
"is given by
e
<p -eE-
s = R,
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3.17 /I
The torsional moment T in spring J is therefore equal to
c
_
J cT = J "" =c 'fie i (8x 3.18
The torsional moment in the steel beam is also equal. to T.
Therefore
J
T =. J. ~ = --a e
s s i xs 3.19
. From Eqs. 3.18 and 3.19 the rotation e is given by
J xs
c
a = J + J exs x
.Let c s
J
J' = c
J +. J
c s
Then Eq. 3.20 becomes
.,
e = J' a
XS x·
3.20
3.21
3.22
3.23e
x
T =
From Eqs. 3.19 and 3.22 the torsional moment T is given by
J'J
, S
By using the notation
then Eq. 3.23 becomes
~.
T - £ ax 3.25
This equa~ion for T will be used directly in the stiffness matrix
of the steel beam element (Art·. 3'. 7).
3.6 Stress Resultants at the Reference Plane
.The axial strain E: in·the steel beam is given by
x
e::
x
au
= ---Z.
dX
•
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and taking u from Eq. 3.15 this becomes
z
£ = K'
x
au ae
+ (- i + K" y ) --J-ax ax 3.26
Because of assumption 5 (Art. 3.2) the rotation e can be writteny
e dW 6as ,= a;z. Equation '3.2 now becomes
y
a a2w
£ . = KI ~+(- z + K" y) 2 3' • 27
x ax ax
3.28a
x
The axial stress cr in the steel beam is equal to cr = £ ~
x x x
·where E is the Yo'ung' s modul~s' of. steel. '.. Therefore
au a2wEK·t +E(-z+K"·y)
ax ax2
3.6'.1 Force N in the x-direction
s
The_axi~l force N in-the 'steel, beam. referred to the re-
s
ference plane is
t/2 + d
N = (s cr dA
. tiZ x s
where
. 3.29
A = area of the steel beam
s-
Sub'stitutihg Eq. ",3~28 into 3.29 gives'
t/Z + d
a2w,N = f K' au + Kit. Y )s E + E (- z 2 1 dA
.. , t/2 ax ax s
or
, au
N = E' K' ,A· - + E (- S' -+ K" S )
S' s ax' x,x
where
S = statical moment of the steel beam area
,x
about the reference plane
From Eq. 3.13 K" = 1 - K' and usi~g the notations
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At = Kt A
S s
3.,31
st = K t S
x· X
3.32
then Eq. 3.30 can be written as
N - E A'
s s
au
- - E S'dX x 3.33
'Except for the primes this equation is the same as Eq. 8a of
Ref. 1.27.
3.6.2 Moment M about the y-axis
s
The moment Ms about the y-a~is in the reference plane as
3.34zdA
s.
cr
x
caused by the axial stress a~ in the steel beam is given by
x
't/2 + d
. M
s
= f
t/2
Using ax fr,om .Eq. 3.28 this gives
t/2 + d
.au 2 2 .f [ ,E K' (-z .+ K" Y z) a w .M = z -+ E -]dAs ax dx2 s
t/2
that is
where'
M = E K' S dU + E (- I + K" Y
s x ax x
·2
S ) d w
z
' 3.35
x 'a.x .'
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Also
s
x
= A -s y 3.37
With the aid of Eqs. 3~13, 3.31, 3.32, 3.36 and 3.37, Eq. 3~35
may be rewritten as
3.38
3.39
3.40
Except for the' primes this equation is the same as Eq. 8b of
Ref. 1.27.
3.7- Stiffness Matrix
Further development to obtain the stiffness matrix of the
,steel beam"elem~nt AB follows exactly the procedure set out, in Ref.
1.'27 using Eqs. 3.33 and 3.40. In its final form the stiffness
matrix is given by Eq~ 3".41 ¥.Tith the nodal forces and displacemen~s
as shown in Fig. 3.5."
1
E
The only ,parameter not previously defined is
3.42
In the" case of complete composite action, that is, when K
c
and J become infinite~ then from Eqs. 3.5 and 3.21 K'=J I =l. In.
c
this case all the primed quantities in Eq. 3.41 reach their full
"values and the stiffness matrix"'is the ~ame as that of Ref. 1.27.
In the case of non-composite action, that is, when K and J
c c
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N. A'
-Sf -At S'
S -'
0 0 x S' 0 0 X1. l T T r ui
121' 61' -121' 61'
v. 0 x 0 x 0 x 0 x W.
1 iF £.2 iF .e2 1
yJ' -yJ'
T. 0 0 S 0 O· 0 s 0 e
1. T T xi
~S' 61' 4I' . S' -6I' 21'
M. x x 0 x x -.1£ 0 x e
1. T l~ . T r 12 T yi
.= E
'-At S' A' ...8'
Nj
s 0 0 x s' 0 0 xr T T -r uj
-121' -61' 121' -61' ,
Vj 0
x 0 x 0 x 0 xiF ,e2 iF .e.2 . wj
,-yJ . yJ'
Tj O' 0
s
.0 0 0 s 0 eT T xj
s'
x
T
61'
x
'2t
o
21'
x·
T
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-Sf
x
T
~6I'
x
1-2
o
41'
.X
T 8 .YJ
.'3.41
are both equal to zero, then Kt=J'=O. In this case the stiffness
matrix of Eq. 3.41 reduces to that of a concentric beam element
under bending moments and shear forces only.
3.8 Evaluation of the Stiffnesses K and K
s c
The stiffnesseS K - and K in Fig., 3.2a are not constant but
s c
~epend on which section of element AB in Fig. 3.1 is under consid-
eration. These values therefore vary along the length of, the beam
element. It will be assumed that the values of K and'K can be
s c
determined on the basis of the full length of the element. Conse~
quently the axial stiffness K is given ,by
s
<A E
K --.S- 3.43=
s t
The shear stiffness K can be determined by referring to
·c
Fig. 3.6a. This figure shows a relative h~rizontal slip ~ between
the 'slab and the steel beam. It will be assumed that ~ varies
linearly along the length' of the beam element. An even 'spacing of
the shear connectors will also be ·assumed. The total shear force
Q between the slab and the .steel beam element is equal- to
Q = Nk· !::,
c c 2
where
N ~ number of shear connectors on the
c
steel beam element
k = initial shear stiffness of a shear
c
connector.
3.44
The value of k c can -be obtained from- Eq. 2.6 (Art. '2.4.1) ~Y
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taking the derivative of q with respect to !J. and ·then setting 11
equal to zero. This gives
k = 80 q . (kip/. )
C U In 3.45
Using the value of q from Eq. 2.7 (Art. 2.4.1) then Eq. 3.44. be-
.u
comes
Q = (20 N a
c c
Since by Eq. 3.1 (Art. 3.4.1) Q
K - 20 N, a
c c c
I' of' E ) f1
c c
K tJ., therefore
c
If', E
c c
3.46
3.47
All units must be in kip~ and inches.
3.9 Evaluation of the Stiffnesses J and J
s c
The torsional stiffness J of the steel beam is given by
s
where
J = GJ
s
G = shear modulus of steel
J~= St. Venant torsion constant of
the steel beam
.3.48
The torsional, stiffness J of the shear connectors can be
c
determined by referring to Fig. 3 •.6b. This figure shows a relative
rotation e, between the sl.ab and the steel beam. By assumption 2
x
(Art. 3.2) rotation is considered to occur about point- Q midway be-
tween the rows of shear connect·ors and the torsional moment is pro-
portional to the relative elongation of the shear connectors.
•
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a Ep
F = ~c__
2c
_~rom Fig. 3.6b the relative elongation OC of each shear con-
nectar is
OC = £. e
2 x·
Assuming that this elongation 9ccurs over the whole length of a
shear- connector, then the corres,ponding force F in each connector
is equal'to
e
x
e
.For an average rotation of -A the value of F becomes
2
e
x
The torsional moment T due to each pair of shear connectors
o
is e.qual to - 2
a Ep
T = F, P = --:;c~__
o ,4 c ,,6x
If there are Np pairs of shear connectors then the total torsional
moment T is given by
a EN p2
T = c P4 c
Equati'on 3.49 may be rewritten
2
a E N P R,
T = ( c' p4, c
or ' 2
a E,N- p R,
'T
-
( c . p
4 c
as
)
) <P
c
where
<pc· =' angl~ of twist per unit' length
·in the shear' connectors
,From Eq. 3.18 (Art. 3.5)
T =.J ep
c c
therefore
~42-
•
3.51 '
In Ref. 3.1 rotation in Fig. 3.6b was assumed to occur about
point R resulting in a point reaction at that point. Since the
contact stress at point R would be infinite it would require the
assumption of a rigid slab and rigid steel beam flange. Such an
approach over-estimates the torsional stiffness of the shear con-
nection and was conseq~ently not used in this dissertation.
3.10 The Effect of' Flexible Shear Connection
The· effect of flexible shear connection on the elements of
the stiffness matrix of Eq. 3.41 is embodied in the nondimensional
variables K'~nd J' as given by Eqs. 3.5 and 3.21. This can be
.. seen from the values' of J', A', S' and. It as given by Eqs. 3.24,
. . s s x x
3.31, 3.32 and 3~39 respectively.
Table 3.1 shows the effect of' flexible sheai connect~on on
the 'values 0'£ A,', S', J.t. and I'. Thes e values have been nondimen-
s x· s x
sionalize,d with respect to the corresponding 'values for a ri~id
shear connection. The'variables investigated ar~ beam size, beam'
. -,element length, concrete strength, number of shear connectors,
distance between rows of shear connectors and co~riector length. It
'is apparent that flexible· shear connection has the greatest effect
.on At and S' while Jt is the, least effected.s. x s . .
As far as composite action is concerned it is probably the
value of It which will have the greatest effect. From Table 3.1x -
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it can be seen that If can be as small as 40% of the full composite
x
value. The reduction in the bending stiffness of a composite sec-
tion due to flexible shear connection may. therefore be substantial.
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4. STIFFNESS ANALYSIS OF COMPOSITE ONE-STORY ASSEMBLAGES
4.1 Introduction.
Figure 4.1 shows a symmetrical comp9site one-story assemblage.
This structure is obtained by making two horizontal cuts through
the composite ~rame of Fig. 1.2b just above each of two consecutive
floors. In Fig. 4.1 h is the story height, L1 and LZ are the span
lengths, B is the panel width and B ' is the average column flange
c
width in the story. Any num~er of bays and any dis trihution of floor
beams are permissible but·the assemblage is assume~ to-be symrrietr~-
cal about a vertical plane along the column centerline. The di-
rections of the X-, y- and z~axes are as shown in the figure.
Figure 4.,1 also shows the vertical forces PI' Pz and P3' tpe
horizontal forces. Ql' 'Q2 and Q3 and the moments MI , M2 and M3 which
act on the co~posit~ assemblage. These forces correspond to the-
axi~l for~e, shear force and bending moment in each column at the
,top of the slab caused by the combined gravity and wind loads on ,the
multistory building. All other loads on t~e assemblage such as the
self weight of the floor and supe~imposed live loads on the floor,
can 'b"e included.
In this 'chapter a method' is described to perform a structural
.,-'analysis of the composite assemblage of Fig. 4.1. Attention will
focus on the horizontal deflection (lateral drift) of the assemblage
caused by the forces shown" in Fig. 4.1.
4.2 Assumptions.
The str1Jctura1 analysis of the composite assemblage of Fig. 4'.,1
is based on th"e following assumptions in. addition to those of Art.
3.2:
1) Beam and column lengths are measured from center line to
center line.
2) Steel beam and column flanges are fully continuous at the
·beam-to-column connections.
,3) The reinforced concrete slab is idealized as a thin orthotropic
plate having li~ear elastic behavior.
4) The steel columns are idealized ~s two dimensional members lying
in the y-z plane, having linear elastic behavior and-all the
stiffness' properties of the actual columns.
Assumption 1 has the effect of assigning lengths to 'the members
which are greater than those of the actual structure. The stiffness
o~ ~he members and consequently of the composite ~ssemblage are
.therefore underestimated.
Assumption 2 is made to preclude the effect of discontinuities
in the ,beam and column flanges (Art. ,2.6.2). This assumption is
·valid if the columns are contin~ous and horizontal stiffeners are
used between the column flanges at the level of the beam flanges
. (Fig.· 2. 9b) •
Assumpti~n 3 enables classical thin plate theory to be used
for the analysis of the reinforced concrete slab. (4.1) This assump-
,I
tion also -ignores the effects of cracking and crushing of the con-
crete and yielding of the reinforcement on the bending and axial
stiffness of the slab •.
By assumption. 4 the column length and flange widt'h but not·
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the depth ~f the section will be considered in the analysis. Ne-
glecting the column depth is not expected to have a sighificant
bearing on the results.
4.3 Analytical Method for the Floor Slab.
4.3.1 Governin~ Differential Equation~.
Under the' action of the forces in Fig. 4.1 the floor slab of
the 'composite assemblage is forced into bending. Because of the
~ccent~icity of the steel beams with respect to the slab the latter
is also subj~cted to in-plane stresses. On the basis of the, ~ssump-
t'ion of small deflections (Art. 3.2) the bending and in-plane be-
havior of the slab can be assumed to be uncoupled. In this .case·
the governing differential equation for orthotropic plate bending
in the absence of gravity loads is (4.1)
4.• 1
where w is the vertical deflection of the plate and
(n-V 2) 12
xy
E . \)
n = -.:i... = --N..
. E .. V
x yx
t =·plate thickness
-47-
D
Y
E. 't3
= ----y--l2
E , E , V and V are the Young"s Moduli and Poisson ratios in the
x y xy yx
x- and y- directions. The governing differential equation for in-
plane behavior of the slab is given by
4.2
Equations 4.1 and 4.2 must be solved simultaneo~sly. Because
of the eccentric floor and frame beams, of the flexible sh,ear con-
nection between the slab and of the steel beams and ,of discontinu-
ities in the slab (A~t. 2.6) a ,closed form solution of Eqs. 4.1 and
4.2 is practically impossible. It is therefore necessary to resort'
to numerical methods.
4 • 3.'2 Fin!.te Di~ference Me thad.
The finite difference method is still widely' used to solve dif-
f 1 t · (4.3,4.4,4.5) . H h f d'erentia equa lons. '" owever t e presence 0 1scon-
tinu.ities. in the sl~b. (Art. 2.6) and flexible'shear connection
between the slab and steel beams' provides considerable 'difficulties
' ..for this method. Irregular meshes as will. be extensively used in
h ' d f h . I' · (4.6) I h' 1 bt 18 stu y create urt er camp 1cat1ons. t. as a so een
shown that the finite element method gives a much better approx~ma-
~ion of the original continuu~ system than the finite difference
method. (4.7) For these reasons the finite difference method will
not be used in this study.
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It is more efficient than the fi-
4.3.3 Finite Strip Method.
The finite strip method is a ·modified version of the finite
1 t th d (4.10,4.11,4.12)e emen me o. .
nite element method for a certain class of problems. However it can
not be applied when local discontinuities in the slab (Art., 2.6) are
present •. 'The plate must also be homogeneous since the same moment -
curvature relationship is assumed to hold throughout the strip. The
finite strip method is consequently, not as versatile as the finite
element ,method and is therefore not us~d in this study.
4.3.4 Finite Element Method.
. '(4.8 '4.9)
The finite element method is already well documented. '
) It is a versatile method and can be applied with ease to a wide
variety of problems. Any type of boundary condition can be satis~
fied'by simply selecting a suitable finite element. Also the pro-
blems'mentioned in connection with the finite difference method do
'not occur when the finite element method is used. For these reasons
the finite element ·method was selected for the numerical, solution
of Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2.
4.4 Selection of a Finite. Element "for the Slab.
4.4.1 Factors to be Considered.
Because of the variety of finite elements available the selec-
tion of a finite element sbould be made wi th care. The following.
factors should be considered:
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1) Required Accuracy.
Certain structures require much greater accuracy of the analyt-
ical results than others. Some elements provide better accuracy than
others.
2) Representation of the Actual Continuum.
In the actual continuum displacements and slopes are everywhere
continuous. Certain elements are non-conforming, that is, along the
interelement boundaries transverse slopes are not continuous.
3) Boundary Conditions.
At the boundaries of a structure strains or displacements may
be specified. Some elements.can satisfy only displacement boundary
conditions. Others, .called higher order elements can also satisfy
boundary conditions on strain.
4) Computational Effort.
A relative measure of the time required to solve the set of si-
multaneous equations is the computational effort. (4.13) This is de-
fined as
4.3
where'
N _. size of the stiffness matrix
B = semi-bandwidth of the stiffness matrix
'·The· higher order elements often lead to larger values of B but usu- .
ally cu~ down on the magnitude of N.
·4.4.2 Finite Element Methods.
There are essentially four methods for deriving 'the stiffness
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· 'f f·· 1 (4.9,4.14,4.15)matrlx 0 a lulte e emeut:
1) Displacement Method.
A displacement field.is assumed within the element and the
element stiffness matrix is derived from the principle of minimum·
potential energy. If the displacement field results in compatible
slopes and displacements at the interelement boundaries then mono-
tonic convergence to the correct solution from ,below is ensured. In
,this case the stiffness of the actual structure is always overesti-
mated. The displacement method is thoroughly treated in Ref. 4.8.
2) Equilibrium Method.
A stress field is assumed within the element which satisfies
the equations 'of equilibrium. The element stiffness matrix is then
derived from th~ principle of minimum complementary energy. If the
stress field also satisfies the boundary tractions then monotonic
convergence to the, correct solution occurs from'above. In this case
.the stiffness of the actual structure is always und~restimated.. Re-
ferences 4.9 and 4.16 to 4.18 show the derivation of element st'iff-
n'ess matrices using theequi1ibri~mmethod•.
3)' Hybrid Method.
A stress field satisfying the equations of equiltbrium is as-
sumed within the element in addition to a separate displacement field
along the interelement boundaries-or vice versa. The stiffness
" matrix is then derived from a modified version of the co~lementary
energy principle. References 4.9, 4.19 and 4.20 show the derivation
of element stiffness matrices using the hybrid method.
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4) Mixed Method.
Assuming both an equilibrium stress field and displacement field
separately within each 'element the element stiffness matrix is de-
rived from Reissner's variational principle. References 4.9 and 4.21
to 4.24 show the derivation of stiffness matrices using the mixed
method.
A~urvey of the literature indicated that the displacement
method is used most often. The use of polyno~als or interpolation
functions to specify displ~cement fields makes the displacement
metho~ relatively easy. Furthermore, the other methods usually give
greater values for Nand B thereby increasing the computational
ff t (4.9, 4.24)e or. . It was therefore decided to use the displacement
method for the finite element analysis of the slab. The displace-
ment method ho~ever may sometimes give slightly less accurate re-
.sults than the other 'methods. (4.9)4.14~4.19,4.24)
4_.4.3 Element Nodal Parameters •
. The required element nodal p~rameters correspond~ng to the dis-
placement method must'be determined for both bending and in-plane
behavior •
. '.·1) Plate Betiding.
The plate behavior described by Eq. 4.1 involves the displace- '
ment w, the rotations 6' arid e about the ,x- a~d y-axes, the curva-
x y
tures ~ and ~ about the x- and y- axes and the twist ~ • (4.1)
x y ~,
The displacement w is a necessary nodal parameter. To ensure con-
tinuity of w along the interelement.boundaries e and e must also
-52- x y
(4.8)
be present· as nodal parameters. Elements which have only these·
three nodal parameters are described in Refs. 4.8, 4.9 and 4.25 to
4.28. Elements with additional nodal parameters or with midside
nodes, that is, higher order elements are described in Refs. 4.29 to
4.31.
The higher order elements give improved acc~racy when few ele-
ments are used. One reason is that these elements can better satis-
fy t.he boundary conditions. The higher order elements have mainly
two disadvantages. More time is required to generate ~he element
stiffness matrices and they can not be used where curvatures are
discontinuous, for example, where abrup't changes in plate thickness
occu~. Because of these dis~dvantages it was decided not to us,e
higher order elements for the bending analysis of the slab.
2)' In-plane Behavior.
The in-plane behavior described.by Eq. 4.2 involves the, dis-
placements u and v in the x- and y- directions, the 'normal strains
£ and E in the x- and y- directions and the shear strain y •
x .Y ~
Elements h~ving only u and v as nodal parameters ,are described in
Refs~ 4.9, 4.30 arid 4.32. Higher order elements are desc~ibed in
',Refs. 4.33 to 4.35. For the same reasons as were mentioned with
. .
regard, to plate bending elements, higher ,order elements will 'not
be used for the in-plane analysis of the slab.
The finite element to be' used for both·bending and in~plane'
behavior of the slab will therefore have five nodal parameters namely
u, v, w, e and e .'
·x y
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4.4.4 Element Type.
Several types of 'elements are available for the analysis of
both plate bending and in-plane behavior.
1) Plate versus Bar Elements.
'In contrast to the conventional plate elements Refs. 4.26'
4.28 and 4.32 present bar or truss elements. These elements com-
p~iseindividual bars to simulate the continuum. This is also the
reason why these elements are not expected to yield the same accu-
racy as the conventional plate elements and will therefore not be
used.
2) Triangular versus Quadilateral Elements.
. Comparisons of the accuracy of triangular and quadrilateral
elements in Refs. 4.13, 4.25, and 4.36 to 4.~8 show that quadrilateral
or r~ctangular'elements give better accuracy. There are two reasons
for this behavior. The assumed displacement fu~ction for the tri-
angular element is often· not a complete polynomial and therefore
f · 1 d· · (4.15, 4.25)creates pre ~rent1a 1rect10ns. . .·,The fewer nodes of the
triangular element impose a greater restriction on the displacements
within the element and therefore create a stiffer element. This is
. clearly, shown in Ref. 4.25. Triangular elements will consequently
.not be used for the analysis of the slab.
3). Confor~ing Versus Non-6onforming Elements.
The process of elimination has reduced the number· of plate bend-
·ing elements to essentially two, namely the Adini, Clough, Melosh
(ACM) rectangular element (4.8, 4.25) and the Q-l9 quadrilateral •
element~(4.27) The ACM element is non-conforming whereas the Q-l9
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element is conforming. Comparisons of the accuracy of the two e1e-
h h h Q 19 1 · d b dl (4.8, 4.13)ments s ow t at t e - e ement 18 un au te y superior. '
Because the Q~19.e1ement is conforming it always approaches
the correct displacement from below, that' is, it always overesti-
.-mates the stiffness of a slab. The ACM element being non-conform-
ing always give displacements greater than that of the Q-19 element
d d h d · 1 (4.8, 4.13) han may even excee t e correct 1SP acement. In t e
latter case the ACM element underestimates the stiffness of a, slab.
Since it is preferable to underestimate rather than overestimate
the stiffness of a slab the ACM element was selected for the anal~
ysis of the slab.
The 12x12 flexural stiffness matrfx of the ACM element is
given in Ch. 10 of Ref. 4.8. The associated 8x8 in-plane stiffness
matrix is given in Appendix IV of Ref. 4.30. These tw_o stiffness
matrices are combined to give the comp'lete. 20x20 uncoupled stiffness
matrix of 'the rec;.tangular plate element which is used for the anal-
ysis of the slab. This element and, the de"grees of freedom at each
"node is shown in Fig. 4.2a.
4.~" Beam and Column Ele~ents.
The floor and f.rame ,beams in Fig. 4.1 are also divide"d into
'smaller elements. For each peam element in the x-direction the
stiffness matrix given by Eq. 3.41 (Art. 3.7) will be used. For"
beam elements in the y-direction a coordinate. transformation of the
stiffness matrix of Eq. 3.41 {s perfor~ed.(1.4)
Each column is re:presented by one element. Th'e stiffness ma-
trix for this "element is that of a prismatic member under bending
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moments and concentric axial force. (1.4) Because. of the symmetry
of geometry and loading of 'the composite assemblage of Fig'. 4.1 the
columns do not twist. Torsion need therefore not be included in
the stiffness matrix of a column. Figure 4.2b shows a column e1e-
ment and the degrees of freedom at each node.
4.6 Boundary Conditions •
. Because of the symmetric geometry and loading of the composite
assemblage of Fig. 4.1 only half of the structure need be consider-
ed. Figure 4.3 shows the boundary conditions of half of the compo-
site assemblage. Along the boundaries AC and BD the displacement v
and rotation e are equal to, zero. The boundaries AB and CD are
x
fr~e edges so that the strain' E and curvature <p are zero along
x y
these edges. Because the bottom ends of the columns are fixed the
displacements u and wand the rotation e are· zero at these points.y .
-The plate element of Fig. 4.2a can satisfy the boundary· con-
diti<?us alou.g AC and BD in Fig. 4.3 b,ut no'~ along AB arid CD. T11is
,will have a small effect on the vertical displacements of the slab
but the effect on the horizontal displacement (lateral drift) of the
'. composite assemblage is expected to be negligible. Since the empha-
.sis of this study is on the horizontal displacement of the composite
as~emblage 'this factor will have no significant ~earin~ on the re-
suIts.
4.7 Finite Element Discretization.
•~igure 4.4 shows the finite element discretization of the.co~
pos,ite oile-:-story assemblage of Fig. 4.1. ,The slab is divided into
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a graded mesh of rectangular elements. -Smaller elements are used
near the columns where high- stress gradients can be expected in the
slab. Grid lines defining the slab elements are selected to coin-
cide with the locations of the floor or frame beams. The lengths
of the beam elements are determined by the spacing of the grid
lines. Nodal P9ints A, E and C .indica~e the centroids of the
columns. Each column .is represented'by one column element.
The accuracy of the solution depends on the fineness of the
,finite element discretization. Increased discretization of the
structure improves the accuracy but also increases the comput~tion-
al effort (Art. 4.4.1). The 'problem of, what mesh is both suffi-
ciently accurate and economical is treated in Art. 4.9.
4.8 .Description of Program COMPFRAME.
A computer program called COMPFRAME was developed to perform
a finite element analysis of the composite one-story assemblage as
d · .. d· F· 4 4 (4.39)1scretlze In 19. •• The program generates all the e1e-
ment stiffness matrices ,assembles them to form a· total· stiffness·
matrix for th~ structure, imposes the boundary conditions and then
.solves the set o~ simultaneous equations using Cholesky decompo-
sition. (4.40) - All nodal displacements are then printed. Only the
half bandwidth is stored in the computer.
The cofumn forces of Fig. 4.i are applied at nodes A, E and C
in Fig. 4.4. Because the program performs a ·first-order linear-
elastic analysis the co'lumn axial forces P have no s1gnificantef~
feet on the horizontal drift and were consequently omitted from the
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analysis. Furthermore, the'ho:t;'izontal drift due~o unsymmetrical
floor loads will usually be' small in comparison with that caused by
the column forces M and Q (Fig. 4.1)., This is especially the case
in the lower stories of a roul tis tory f.rame. Floor loads ~vere cons e-
quently also omitted from the analysis.
To minimize input data a mesh generation program was written.
By providing such data as the number of elements in the x- and y-
directions, number of columns and positions of beams and columns,
,the program generates the necessary data, for all the elements. Pro-
vision was made to change the stiffnesses of any number of elements
at any location in any desired manner. Discontinuities (Art. 2.6)
or cracking (Art. 2.3) of the slab can therefore be included in the
an~lysis.
4.9 A Study of Graded Meshes •
.As mentioned in Art. 4.7 the steep stress gradients in the
s'lab ·near the columns require a graded mesh for the finite element
'lay-out. A study was consequently made to determine what the grad-
ed .mesh should be for any composite one-story assemblage and any
. desired degree of accuracy.
4.9.1 Analysis of,a One-bay Compqsite Assemblage:
It is conceivable that the stress gradients in the.s.lab of a
one-bay assemblage would be more severe than in the case of a mul-
•
ti-bay.assemblage. It was' therefore decided to analyze the one~
1?ay. compos:J-te one-.story assemblage of Fig. 4.5 to study graded
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·meshes. Because o~ symmetry only ~he half structure is shown. The
member sizes correspond to those of the lower stories of a 30 story
composite frame. The column loads are arbitrary' but are deliberately
chosen unsymmetric so as not to influence -the results.
Figure 4.6a shows a typical finite element lay-out of the slab.
·The columns are located at nodal points A and C. Starting at these
points the distances between the first ,three grid lines in the x- and
. .
y- directions were- kept ,the same. For .grid lines in the x- direction
this distance was B /2 to later investigate the effect of column flange
c
rigidity. For grid lines in the y- direction this distance was either
ql or q2· The distances ql and Q2' are defined in Fig. 4.6b. This
definition of ql and q2 is for the purpose of incorporating the effect
of' discontinuities in the slab in Ch. 6.
The distances between subsequent grid linen were then increased
, according 'to predetermined ratios' called mesh grades. The mesh grades
in the x- and y- directions were, always the same. Figure 4.7a shows the
finite element lay-out for a mesh grade of ,I: 2.5 and Fig. 4,.'7b for a
mesh grade of 1:1.1.
The forces of Fig. 4.5 were'"then applied to the·strtlcture at
nod.es A and Cand the hor.izontal defl-ection at node, C in Fig.' 4.6a
determined for several mesh grades. Figure 4.8 shows, a typical. plot of
horizontal deflection versus mesh grade. The horizontal deflection for'
a mesh grade-of 1:1.0 was always determined by linear extrapolation as
shown in Fig. 4.8. A check on the particular problem of Fig. 4~8 showed
that this_procedure is satisfactory as indicated by compar~ng the cal-
culated and extrapolated values as shown in the figure.
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4".9.2 Effect-of Four Variables on the Mesh Grade.
For the purpose of determining a mesh grade ,which' gives suf-
ficient accuracy and is also economical for any composite one~story
assemblage, it was decided to investigate the effect of four var-
iables on the mesh grade. These are 1) the span length over panel
width (LIB) ratio 2) slab thickness t 3) flexibility of the column
flanges and 4) frame peam size. To investigate the effect of flex-
ibility of the column flanges additional shear elements were placed
between nodes A and F and C and G in·Fig. 4.6a. These elements had
arbitrary stiffnesses. To simulate rigid flanges the rigidity. of
each shear element was made very large.
For each variable a plot similar to that of Fig. 4.8 was ob-
tained. The deflections were then nondimensionalized with respect,
to ,the deflection for a uniform mesh and then replotted as a per-
.centage. This procedure was adopted because a uniform mesh gives
tIle best values as· r.eported in Refs. 4.-41 to. 4.43. The results
of this study is shown in Fig. 4.9.
The following conclusions, may be drawn from.Fig. 4.9:
1) Mopotonic convergence to the best value is obtaine4 for all
the variables investigated.
2) All the deflectionsare.less than the best value. This im-
p~ies that the stiffness of the structure is, al~ays over-
estimated.
3) Even with a very coarse mesh of·I:2.5 deflections are still
w~thin approximate'ly 6 percent of the best value.
4) Increasing the ,LIB ratio, slab thickness or beam size de-
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creases the accuracy of the.results.
4.9.3 Recommended Mesh Grade.
From Fig. 4.9 it can be seen that a 3 percent accuracy can
be obtained with a mesh grade of 1: 1.5. Similarly a mesh grade of
1: 2.0 gives better than 5 percent accuracy. Since an accuracy of
be~ter than' 5 percent is satisfactory for all the problems that will
subsequently be studied t a mesh grade of between 1: 1.5 and 1: 2.0
may be used. The computer results showed- that an analysis·using
a mesh grade of 1: 2~O may cost as little as one tenth of that of
a uniform mesh.
. The 3 or 5 percent accuracy mentioned above is not the abso-
lute accuracy that will be obtained. The absolute accuracy may.
either be smaller or greater and is determined by the aspect ratio
of the elements in contact with each column.
elements give the best results.
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(4.41-4.43) Square
5. STRENGTH ANALYSIS OF COMPOSITE ONE-STORY ASSEMBLAGES
5.1 Introduction
Figure 5.1a shows a composite one-story assemblage under com-
bined gravity and wind loads. All symbols in this figure have
previously been defined. The direction parallel to the wind direc-
. "
tion will be referred to as the longitudinal direction and the
d!rection perpendicular. to' the wind direction as the transverse
direction.
To determine the maximum strength of the composite assemblage
of' Fig. 5.la' the plastic moment of any transverse cross-section of
the composite floor must be known. Since the plastic moment of a
compo,site steel-concrete section is dependent on the sign of the'
bending moment at the section, the bending moment diagram for the
composite floor must-first be established.
Figure 5.lb shows a typical bending moment diagram for the
composite floor at maximum load. On the windward side of each
column a negative bending moment (bottom flange of frame beam in-
compression) exists. On the leeward side of each column a positive
bending moment (bottom flange of frame beam in tension) exists.
In this c1:lapter the plastic ~oment of any transverse cross-
section of "the composite floor in Fig. 5."la subject to the bending
moment diagram of Fig. 5.1b is determined. The forces resisted by
the lo~gitudinal shear strength of ~he reinforced concrete slab are
studied'. The number of shear connectors required on the frame beam
of each sp~n is also determined•
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5.2 Assumptions
The plastic moment of a tran~verse cross-section of the co~
posite floor is calculated on the basis of the following assump-
tions:
1) The composite floor of the one-story asse~blage is
·treated as a continuous steel-concrete composite beam
in the longitudinal direction ..
2) Only the, composite slab and frame beams contribute to
the plastic moment of a transverse cross-section of
the floor.
·3) The full panel width of slab is effective in resisting
compressive or tensile forces in the slab.
4) Only the steel reinforcement is effective in resist-.
ing tensile forces in the_slab.
5) The maximum stress in all steel members is the yield
stress of the material.
6) Only the leeward sides of the columns are in contact
with the slab.
Assumption 1 implies that transverse bending of the slab
. is 'riot con~idered. Transverse bending wil~ cause longitudinal
·cracks in the slab but this ~s not _expected to affect the plas~ic
moment of a transverse cross-sect~on of the floor.
Assumption 2 neglects the contribution of any floor beam
to- ,the plastic moment of a transverse cross-section of the floor.
Since the floor beams are usually much smaller than the frame beams
the plastic moment will o.nly be ',slightly underestimated.
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In Ref. 1.3 the effective width of a slab is used for calcu-
lating the maximum compressive force in the slab of a composite
beam. The effective width of a slab is calculated from linear
elastic theory and was not intended for maximum strength
. (5.1-5.3)deslgn. The use of the full panel width for maximum
strength design as permitted by assumption 3 is more rational pro-
vided the concrete has. sufficient ductility. This aspect requires
future research on very' wide slabs.
Assumption 4 is a good approximation of the actual condition
in a reinforced concrete slab at maximum load. (2.8)
Assumption 5 ignores the effect of strain hardening in the
st~el members and slab reinforcement. The plastic moment of a
transverse cross-section of the floor is therefore slightly under-.
est.imated.
Assumption 6 implies that the windward side of each column
remains separated from the slab since there is no positive
anchorage between the slab and the column (Art. 2.5' .1) • The slab
'therefore has a free edge of width B on the windward side of a
c
column.
5. 3 . Maximum: Strengthof, the Slab
5.3.1 Maximum Compressive Strength in the Span
Reference 1.3 permits a maximum compressive stress of 0.85f'
c
in the slab of a composite beam. This maximum stress is applicable
to those r~gions of the slab where uniaxial c~mpression exists.
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These regions occur practically everywhere in the slab except near
the ~olumns (Art. 2.2.1). Using the full panel width as permitted
by assumption 3 "(Art. 5.2) and,neglecting the longitudinal rei1?--
forcement in the slab the maximum compressive strength C in the
slab away from the columns is therefore given by
c 0.85f t B t
c
5.1
5.3.2 Maximum Compressive Strength at the Columns
The maximum compressive strength of the slab at the beam-to-
column connections was treated in 'Art. 2.5.2. It was shown that a
maximum stress of 1.3f t may be used in the slab at that location.
c
'The maximum compressive strength C in the slab at the beam-to-
column connections is therefore equal to
,C = "I. 3f t B t
c c
5.3.3 Maximum Tensile Strength in the Span
5.2-
On the basis of as-sumptions 3, 4 and 5 (Art. 5.2) the maximum
ten~ile strength T in the slab away from the columns 'is equal to
" .where
T = A f
sr yr Po Bt fN yr 5.~
A = total area of longitudinal reinforcement in the slabs,r
,f = yield stress ,of the steel reinforcementy~
Pt = area of longitudi~al reinforcement per unit cross-
sectional area of. the slab.
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5.3.4 }fuximum Tensile Strength at the Columns
Because of assumption 6 (Art. 5.2) the slab ha~ a free edge
of width B on the windward side of each column. The maximum ten-
e
sile strength T in the slab at the columns is therefore obtained
by modifying Eq. 5.3 to
5.4
5.4 Maximum Tensile Force V. at the Columns
-----------~:l--------
5.4.1 Description of the .Forc~ v.
1
Figure 5.2a shows an interior composite beam-to-column con~
nection obtained from the composite one-story assemblage of Fig.
5 .1a~ ,The slab width of the connection is equal to the panel width
B. Because of assumptions 1 and 2 (Art. 5.2) the concrete slab and
frame beam constitu~e a continuous steel-concrete composite beam.
The.bending moment diagram of this composite beam at the beam-to-
·column connection can be obtained from Fig,. 5.1b and is. shown in
Fig. 5. 2b.
If a transverse, cut is made .,through the slab on both sides of
the·column in Fig. 5.2a ~hen the maximum possible £orces in the slab
will be as shown in Fig. 5.3.. Between sections i and .i-I, of the
. slab at coluinn i a tensile f.orce Vi". wi·th direction as shown exists
in the s·lab ~ Between the leeward column flange 'and the slab a maxi-
mum compressive force of 1~3 f~ Bet as given ~y Eq. 5.2 (Art. 5.3.2)'
acts. By assumption 6 (Art. 5"2) no fo'rce exists between the
windward column flange and the slab.· In Fig. 5.3 the area of the
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frame beam at section i-I is denoted by A (. 1) and that at section
" S 1-
5.4.2 Maximum Value of the Force V
i
The maximum value of the force V. in Fig. 5.3 can be deter-
1.
mined by, using composite beam design as described in Ref. 2.13.
By this method the maximum force in the slab of a composite beam
may not exceed the lesser of the maximum strength of the slab or
the yield force of the steel beam. Referring to section i-I in
Fig ...5.3 the maximum tensile strength of the slab is given by
Eq. 5.4 (Art. 5.3.4). The yield force Fy(i_l) of the steel beam
is equal to
Fy(i_l) = As(i-l) f y 5.5
The maximum value of V. as determined by section i-I is therefore~
1.
equal to
V
i Min, [Po (B-B ) t f ,A (. 1) f" ]N C yr S 1- Y 5.6 "
'" Equation 5.6 implies that v. should be assigned the smaller of "th~
1
two values" in brackets.
The maximum possible forces in the slab and steel beam at
section i "in Fig. 5.3 are shown in Fig. 5.4. In this figure M.
1..
"and M are the applied and resistance moments respectively at
r ."
section i. Other symbols have previously been defined,. "The maxi-
mum force in the slab must be less- than-or equal to the yield "force
b (2.13)of the steel earn. This implies that
•
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or
v. < 1.3 ft. B t + A (.) f
1 - C C S 1. Y 5.7
The resistance moment M must be greater than or equal to
r
zero. This gives
M
r
'that is
- (V.
. 1.
t+d1.3 ft B t) --- > 0
c c 2....;...
v
- 1.3 ft B t < 0i c c
or
V.'< 1.3 £' Be t1- c
'Equations 5.6, 5.7 and 5·.8 can be combined to give
5.8
Vi = Min [p~ (B-Be) t f yr ' As (i-1) f y ' 1.3 f~ Be t]
5.9
Equation 5.9 gives the maximum value of the slab force V.• This
1
equation can be used to determine the value of Vi at every column,~i.
5.5 Transition Lengths
'Figur~ 5".5 shows the s lab forces V and,' V at co lumns 1 and1· 2
2 of an interior panel of a composite,ane-story assemblage. In
'this figure L' is the clear span between the columns. Also shown
a're two lengths a' and a" measured from the faces of columns 1 and
',2 respectively. The longitudinal'shear strength of the slab asso-
ciated with the length at is denoted by Q' and that of the length
a" by Q" as shown in the figure.
,The lengths at and a" are chosen such that the longitudinal
-VI· ~
shear strengths Q' and Q" equal the slab forces 2" and 2 ' that.
is
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Qt =~
2
and
Q" =~2
5.10
5.11 .
The shear strengths Q,t and Q" can be wri tten in· terms of the mean
ultimate longitudinal shear stress v of the slab as follows:
u
·Qt = v t at
u
and
QI1 == v t aU
u
From Eqs. 5.10 and 5.12 the ,value of at is given by
5.12
5.13
at = 2 v t
u
5.14.
The value of a" is obtained from Eqs. 5.11 and 5.13 as
an
·2 v t
u
5.15
The lengths a 1 . and a" will be' referred to as the' trau.5i tion
.lengths of the panel.
5.6. Maximum Compressive Force~V: in' the Span '.
-------------.----Ic-------=--
5.6.1 . Description of the Force V
c
Figure 5.~ 'shows the location of any transverse 'cross-section
. ~
C in an interior pan~l of a composite one-story assemblage. Sec-
tion C is located a distance ·x from s.ection 1 at the leeward face
of Column 1 and a distance Lt-x from section ·2 at the windward face
of Column 2. The maximum compressive force V in the slab at sec-
. c
tion C will be determined •
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The force V
c
is a function of the ?lab forces VI and Vz at
columns I and 2 respectively. It is also a function of the number
of shear connectors between section C and sections 1 and 2. v
c
is further affected by the longitudinal shear strength of the slab.
Therefore, to determine the maximum value of V conditions to the
c
left and right of section C must be investigated. The maximum
value of V as determined by conditions to the left of section C
c
~ill be referred to.as Vel. Similarly V
e2 is based on conditions
t~ the right of section C.
5.6.2 Maximum Compressive Force Vel
Figure 5.7a shows "the slab force Vel in equilibrium· with the
shear .connector force Vt and the ·result"ant compressive force'
1.3 ft B t - VI in the slab at section 1. V1 is the total shear
c c
.strength of all the shear connectors between sections C and 1.
From horizontal equ~librium of forces the value of ~cl is given by
5.16
Figure 5.7b shows that the force Vel can be· considered as the
sumdf two components V~l and V~l. V~~ is the component acting
over· a width B
c
of the slab in line with the column. V~l is the
component ac·ting over· the rest of the slab width. The slab force
Vel is therefore given in terms'of its components as
V = V' + V"
, cl 'cl cl 5.17
It is evident that the maximum value of the force V1 is
cl
1~3 ft B "t since the concrete stress can at most reach 1.3f'
c c c
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in a later~lly confined region (Art. 2.i.2). It is also clear
from Fig. 5.7b that the shear strength Q' of the slab plays no role
in transmitting V~l to the shear connectors. The value of V~l
is therefore independent of the transition length at. The maximum
value of V' is consequently given by
c1
'V' = 1.3 f' B t·
cl c c
5.18
for all values of x.
V"
As shown in Fig. 5.7b the cl transmi'tted via theforces -- are
2
shear strength Q' of the slab to the shear connectors. The value
of V" is therefore a function of the transition length a'. Within
cl
the transition length V~l is equal to zero since the shear strength
of the slab is just sufficien~ to resist the slab force VI•. Con~ .
sequently
for X > a."
v"
cl o 5.19
Equatipns' 5.15 to 5.20 ·can be combined to give the maximum
value of V as fo'11ows:
cl
Vel = 1.·3 f' B tc c
for x < a" and
V '= 1.3 ft B t + 2 '(x - a') t V ucl· c c
5.21
5.22
for x > a'.
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5.6.3 Maximum Compressive Force V
c2
Figure 5.8a shows the slab force V
c2 in equilibrium with
the shear connector force V" and the slab force V2 at section 2.
V" is the total shear strength ,of all the shear connectors between
sections C and 2. From equilibrium of forces the va~ue of V
c2
i's given, by
v = V" - V
. c2 2 5.23
Figure 5.~b shows that the force V
c2 can be considered as
the sum of two components V~2 and V~2' V~2 is the c6mponent acting
over ~ width p of the slab where p is the distance-between the
outer rows of connectors.
rest' of the slab width.
v" is the component acting over the
e2
The slab force V
e2 is therefore given in
terms of its components as
v = V1 + V"
"c2 cZ c2
Using the same argument as for V~l (Art. 5.6.2) the maximum
value of V~2 is equal to 1.3 f~p t. It is also clear from Fig.
5.8b that V'Z is solely resisted by the shear "connectors with the'c .
she'ar strengt~ Q" of the slab plaY,ing no role in this respect.
Consequently V' is not a function of the transition length a".
c2,
. Therefore
5.25
for all values of L'-x.
V"
A's shown in F-ig. 5.~b the forces c2 transmitted via theTare
·shear strength Q" of the slab to the shear connectors. The value
of V~2 is therefore a function of the transition length aU. Using
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the same argunient as for V~l (Art. 5.6.2) th,e value of V~2 is equal
to zero within the transition length and equal to the excess shear
strength of the slab outside this region. Therefore,
V~2 = 0 5.26
for L,t - x < a" -and·
V~2 = 2(L 1 " - X _. an) t. V
u
for L' - x >a".
5.27
Combining Eqs. 5.24 to 5.27 gives the maximum value of the
slab force V as follows:
c2
Vc2 = 1.3 f~p t
for L' - x < a" and
= 1. 3 f 1 P t"+ 2 (L 1" - x - a") t v
c u
for L' - x.> a"
5.6.4. Maximum Value of V
c
5.28
5.29
The force.V in the slab at section C must be less than or
c
equal to the smaller of the forces Vel and V
c2 as determined in
Arts. '5.6.2 and 5'.6.3. It is now assumed that the number. of shear
',connectors between sections C and 1 is sufficient to make Vel as
given by Eq" 5.16" equal "to V as g'iven by Eqs. 5.2i and 5.22".
cl
Similarly the value of V as given by Eq. 5.23 will be assumed
c2
equal to V as given by Eqs. 5.28 and 5.29. The number of "shear
c2 .
connectors required on the frame'beam to satisfy these conditions
w'ill be determined in Art. 5.9~
TIle force V
c
must also be less than or equal to the smaller
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of the yield force A (.)f of the frame beam and the compressive
s 1 y
strength C of the slab ,as given by Eq. 5.1 (Art. 5.3.1). The
maximum value of V is therefore given by
c
v = Min [0.85 ft B t J V l' V 2' A (.) f ] 5.30c . c c C S 1 Y
where V 1 is calculated from Eqs. 5.21 and 5.22 (Art. 5.6.2) and
, c
V
c2 f~om, Eqs. 5.28 and 5.29 (Art. 5.6.3).
5.7 Plastic Moments.
With the maximum slab forces known at the columns and in the
span "'t~e plastic moments of those sections can be determined.
Figure 5.9 shows the stress diagrams which should be used for cal-
culating the plastic moments at the windward and leeward 'side of
column i and at any point in the span.. The forces T
a
and Tb
are the stress resultants in the steel beam above and below the
pl"astic centroid of the composite section.
".From Fig. 5.9 the plastic moment M at the windward side ofp
column i is given, by
M = V. 'e1 + T e2p 1 ' a
where "the ,eccentricities e l and e 2 ar~ determined from horizontal
. equilibrium of forces. The fo'ree' T inEq. 5.31 can be shown to bea "
equal to
T
a"
= ~Y(i-l)
2
v.
1 5.32
The plastic moment at the leeward side of column i is equal
to
•
M = (1.3 ff B. t- V.) e l +Ta e 2"p c C". 1
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5.33 "
with the force T .given by
a
FY(i)- 1.3 ft B t + v.T, e c 1 5.34a = 2
The eccentricities 61 and e 2 are again determined from horizontal
equilibrium of forces.
The plastic moment in the span is equal to
M = V 6 1 + T 8 2pea
with T given by
a
T=~Fy(i) - Vc
a 2
5.35
5.36
5.8 Longitudinal Shear Strength of the Reinforced Concrete Slab"
The mean ultim~te longitudinal shear stress v of the con-
II
c'rete slab (Art.5.5)must still be determined. In Ref. 5.4 the
longitudinal shear strength of the concrete slab of' a composite
steel-concrete beam was studied. The study pertains to normal
density concrete .slabs of composite beams not subjecte~ to fatigue
loading or positive transverse bending ~oments of ,the slab (ten-
sian in the bottom of the slab). It applies to positive and nega-
tive moment regions o~ continuous ~omposite bea~swith or 'without
negative 'transverse bending of the slab (compression in bottom of
the slab).
The study showed that all transverse reinforcement 'contrib-
uted to the ·longitudinal ~hear strength of the slab irrespective of
its level in the slab and of the' magnitude of the negative trans-
verse betiding moment (bottom ?f s'lab in compression). No account
need be taken of the longitudinal bending moments in the composite
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beam in determining the longitudinal shear strength of the slab.
Two sets of equations are given in Ref. 5.4 which must be '
. where
Pt = area of transverse reinforcement per unit
cross-sectional area of the slab
Ptb = Pt for the bottom layer of reinforcement
v = the mean ultimate l~ngitudinal shear stress
u
·"of the 'concrete' slab.
All units must' be in, psi. The amount of reinforcement given by
Eqs. '5.37 and 5.38 will prevent splitting of the slab along a line
of shear connectors as well as longitudinal shear failure in the
slab.
-It is now assumed that the amount of reinforcement in the top
and bottom layers of the ,slab are the same. ,In this case Eqs. 5.37
and 5.38 become the same equation. Using the equality condition as a
.limiting case in Eq. 5.37a' then that equation be~omes
1.26 v -
,u
3.8 i ft
c.
or
v = 0.79 Pt ·f· + '3.0 I ftu yr c
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5.39
5.9 Required Number of Shear Connectors
With the maximum slab force V known from Eq. 5.30 the number
c
of shear connecto'rs required on the frame beam of each panel can be
determined. From Eq. 5.16 (Art. 5.6.2) the value of V' is given by-
5.40
where V
c
is substituted for Vel.
But
5.41
. where
N
c1 = number of' shear connectors between
sections C and 1
The maximum shear strength q - of a shear connector is given by
u
5.42
v - 1.3 f' B t + VI
c c c
'Eq., 2.7 (Art. 2.4.1).' From Eqs. 5.40 and 5.4~ "the value of N
el is
given by
, From, Eq. 5.23 (Art. 5.6.3) the value of V" is given by
v" = V +, V
c 2 5.43
where V is substituted for V 2-c c -
But
.v", = N q
·c2 u 5.44
N
c2 = number'of shear connectors between
sections C and 2.
The value of' N
e2 is obtained from Eqs. 5.43 and 5.44 as
V
c
+ V2
qu
5.45
The values of N
c1 and Nc2 as obtained from Eqs. 5.42 and 5.45
are the number of shear connectors required on the frame beam to
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the left and right of section G respectively. The maximum slab
forces VI and V2 in Eqs. 5.42 and 5.45 respectively are computed
from Eq. 5.9 (Art. 5.4.2) by letting i = 1,2.
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6. METHOD OF ANALYSIS FOR COMPOSITE FRAMES
6.1 Introduction
All the material developed in Chapters 2 to 5 can now be com-
bined to form an analytical method for analyzing'composite frames.
The.proposed method is a two-step procedure. Each floor of the com-
posite frame is first subjected to a finite element' analysis a's des-
cribed in Ch. 4~ The results of these analyses are then used in a
second-order elastic-plastic analysis to obtain the complete load-
drift curve of the composite frame.
The analytical method allows for the effects of a flexible
shear connection between the floor slabs and steel beams, of,
discontinuities in the floor slabs (Art. 2.6) and of cracking of
the concrete slabs (Art. 2.3) to be included. It is also shown
that the load-drift curve of the composite frame is obtained at
much lower cost than if conventional methods of analysis had been
used.
6.2 Assumptions
The analytical method-developed in this chapter is based on
the following assumptions in addition to those.of the previous.
~hapters:
_1) All members behave elasti~-perfectlyplastic.
2) Out-af-plane instability.due to local or lateral-torsional
buckling of the members is pr,event~d.
3) The column bases are assumed to be fixed.
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Assumption 1 ignores the ~ffect of residual stresses in the
steel members. The stiffness of the composite frame at high loads
will therefore be slightly overestimated. This assumption however
has no effect on the maximum strength of a composite frame. (2.13)
Assumption 2 is valid if adequate bit ratios and laterai
b · d f h 1 ( 2.13)' f' hraclng ~r~ use or t e stee members. Because 0 t e
st~ffening effect of the steel beams the possibility of slab
buckling is remote.
Assumption 3 is inherent to the computer program used ,in this
dissertation for a nonlinear analysis. (4.39) This restriction can
however be removed for more genera~ cases.
6.3 Description of the Analytical Method
Considering the composite frame of Fig. 1.2a each story is
,subjected to a finite element analysis as described in Ch. 4. The
purpose is to determine an equival~nt floor slab for each composite
',one-story assemblage. This equivalent slab wh"en used in the absence
of the actual floor slab and floo~ beams but rigidly attached to the
original frame beams, gives the same horizontal deflection as the
"actual composite one-story assemblage.
The equivale11-t .slab for each floor -has t,he' same thickness as
the original slab .and its width is uniform throughout the story •
.When determining the width of the equivalent slab the effects of a
flexible shear connection between the original slab and the steel
beams (Ch. 3), of discontinuities (Art. 2.6) and of cracking of th~
original concrete slab (A~t. 2.3) are included.
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The composite frame is now replaced by an equivalent plane
frame consisting of the original steel columns and frame beams but
with the original slabs and floor beams replaced by the equivalent
slabs. A rigid shear connection is assumed between the equivalent
slabs and the frame beams. The gravity loads on the equivalent
plane frame are the reactions of the floor beams in the, composite
frame.
. A second-order elastic-plastic analysis is now performed on
the equivalent p~ane frame using a program called SOCOFRANDI~
(Art. 6.5). In this program the gravity loads are applied first and
then held constant. The frame is then subjected to increments of
late~al deflection to give the complete load-drift curve of the com-
posite frame. The plastic moments of the beams of the equivalent
plane franle are, those of the composite floors as determined in Ch. 5. :
6.4 Equivalent Slab Widths
6.4.1 'Method of Calculation
The width of the equivalent slab-for each composite one-story
assemblage is calculated ,in program COMPFRAME (Art. 4.8). An arbi-
trary set of horizontal forces and moments is applied t~ the compo-
site assemblage according to the portal method. (6.1) The horizontal
deflection of the .composite assemblage is then determined by the
.finite element analysis as· described in Ch. 4.
,.~ substitute composite assemblage is then formed consis,ting
of the original columns and frame beams but with the original slab·
and floor beams removed apd replaced by a concrete slab which is
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rigidly attached to the frame beams. The thickneSs of this slab is
the same as that of the original slab and its width is uniform
throughout the length of the composite assemblage.
The horizontal deflection of the substitute composite assem- .
bIage.is then determined for the same set of loads as used on the
original 'composite assemblage for various values of slab width.
Using the False-position method (4.40) that slab width which gives
a horizontal deflection within tolerance of that of the original com-
posite a~semblage is obtained. This width is the equivalent slab
width:for the composite one-story assemblage.
Although the portal method wa~ used for proportioning 'the
loads on the composite ~ssemblage the cantilever method could also
(~.1)have been used.. Both methods give reasonable results for.
buildings up to approximately 25 stories and mode~ate height-width
ratios. (6.1) For the problem under consideration the portal method
t~rne~ out to be faster and was consequently used.
As mentioned in Art. 4.8 gravity loads are not included in
-the analysis o~ a composite assemblage and consequently in the
determination of the equivalent slabwid"th. Although gravity .loads
affect the cracking in the concrete slabs and consequently the
equivalent slab width, the effect of cracking is·accounted for
separately in an approximate manner (Art. 6.4.3)." How~ver, the
·second-order effects of the gravity loads are included in the
elasti~-pl~stic analysis of the equivalent plane frame.
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(1.5)
•
6.4.2 Effect of Discontinuities in the Concrete Slabs
Because of the discontinuities in ,the concrete slabs of a com-
posite frame a free edge exists in the slab on the windward sid'e of
)
each column as shown in Fig. 2.8b (Art. 2.6). On this edge the st~ess
cr in_the slab in the x-direction is equal to zero.
x
¥ig'ure 6.1a shows the finite element representation of discon-
tinuities in the slab. The columns are located_at nodes A, E and C.
For each element marked "a" located between the column centerline and
the first row 9£ shear connectors on the windward side of a column the
Young ':8 modulus E in the x-direction is set equal to zero. As ax -
result cr will be equal to zero for the whole element.
x
Because of shear lag parts of the elements marked Ita'" in
Fig. 6.1a "';vill _h~ve some stress in the x-direction. The p,rocedure
outlined above consequently makes ample provision for discontinuities
in the slab.
'-6.4.3 Effect of Cracking of the Reinforced Concrete Slabs
Figure 5.1b (Art. 5 .1) shows the assumed bellding moment diagram
for' the. floors of a _composite one-story assemblage at maximum load.
Within the negative moment regions.the reinforced concrete slab is
assumed to ~e in tens"ion t~rQughout·its depth. -Because concrete is
assumed to hav~ no· tensile strength (Art. 2.2.1) the ~lab in the neg-
'ative moment region is completely cracked. The stress-strain rela-
tionship derived in Art. 2.3.2 for a cracked slab is therefore appli-
cable in this tegion.
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It is now assumed that the length of each negative moment re-
gion is one quarter of the span length. This assumption overestimates
the negative moment region in the upper stories of a composite·frame
and underestimates the region in the lower stories. (6.2) It is
therefore considered as a good approximation of the average length
of the negative moment regi~ns in a composite frame~
For the' purpose of determining the equi~alent slab width the
. finite element representation of cracking of the concr~te slabs is
as' shown in Fig. 6.1b. All the elements marlced "btl lie in the as-
sumed negative moment region and for these elements the Young's
modulus E in the x-direction is assigned a value E" (Art. 2.3.2).x ' e
. The· elements marked "a"were treated in Art. 6.4.2.
The reinforced concrete slabs at service load are most likely'
cracked only part-through and not completely as assumed above. The
equivalent slab width as determined abo~e- consequently underestimates
the stiffness of the -composite frame at servi'ce load. This situation
is satisfactory because of the importance of occupational comfort at
the service load level.
6.5 Description of Program SOCOFRANDIN
. _: (439)P~ogram SOCOFRANDIN • performs the nonlinear analysis of
the equivalent plane frame (Art. 6.3).. Input for the program includes
,the equivalent slab width for each floor, the panel width B, concrete
strength f', slab thickness t and'longitu9.inal-and transverse rein-
c . '
forcement ratios p£ and Pt. Th~ output of the program is the lateral
load and corresponding.drift index at various values of the lateral
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load. The drift index is the horizontal deflection (drift) at the
top of the frame divided by the total height of the frame.
After reading the input data the program calculates the areas
and moments of inertia of the beams of the equivalent plane frame.
In this process the equivalent slab and the frame beams are reduced
to the transformed steel sections. The transformed sections then
remain· co·nstant throughout ·the nonlinear analysis.
After each increment of lateral drift the total bending moments
in the members of the equivalent plane frame are calculated. These
moments are then checked against the plastic moments of the members.
The pla~tic moments in the beams are those of the composite floors
as determined in Ch. 5. If ~he bending moment at any section equals
or exceeds the plastic moment then a real hinge is inserted at that
location.
6.6 Comparison 'tvi th Conventional Methods of Analysis
~o compare the computational effort of the analytical method
developed in this chapter with t·ha;t of a conventional method of anal-
ysis, consider'the 2-bay composite frame of Fig. 1.2a (Art. 1.2).
The semibandwidth of the ·stiffness matrix of the compl~te composite
frame ca~ easily be 20 times greater than that of, only one floor.
The computational effort to analyze the composite frame u?ing a con-
ventional method of analysis would therefore be approximately (20)2
or 400 times greater than tha~of the analytical method developed
herein~ It is therefore concluded that the analytical method devel-
0I?ed in .this study is much less expensive than conventional methods
of analysts.
7. DESIGN EXAMPLES
7.1 Design Example ,1
-(
7.1.1 Description of SteelFrame No. 7.1
Figure 7.1 shows a detail of steel frame No. 7.1. This two-
~ay three-story frame is taken from a three-dimensional building
frame with 20 ft. by 20. ft. floor panels. The story height is 12
ft. Each floor has Wl6x40 frame beams connected to W8x31 columns.
The W12x31' floor beams are spaced at 10 ft. centers. All the steel
members have a yield stress ~f 36 ksi.
The floor loads- on the frame include a service live load of
80 lb. per square ft. and a dead load of 100 lb. p~r square ft.
Provision is made for a 5 in. reinforced concrete floor slab in
.determining the dead load. The loads qn all three floors are
assumed equal.
All the members are designed according to the AISC code
(Ref'. 1.3). 'The steel beams are required to carry the floor loads
without composite a~tion with the floor slabs. However, the -floor
slabs provide lateral support fo·r the steel beams· and this is taken
...into account in determining allowable stresses.
7.1.2 Effect of the Floor System
divided by the total height H of the frame. On the vertical axis
the Wind load factor is plotted. The wind load factor is the
actual wind load per story on the frame divided by the service wind
load per story. The service wind load is based on a wind pressure
of 20 lb. per square ft. on the vertical face of the b~ilding.
The dotted lines in Fig. 7.2 are the ioad-drift curves for
the bare steel frame for gravity load factors (GLF) of 1.0 and 1.3.
A gravity load factor is the ratio of the actual .floor load on a
building divided by the s~rvice floor load. The drift index of the
frame at service load is therefore obtained from the load-drift
curve for a gravity load factor of 1.0. A g'ravity load factor of
1.3 is the maximum value specified for a frame .that is subjected to
combined gravity and wind loads. (Z.13) The maximum strength of a
frame is therefore obtained from the load-drift curve for a gravity
. load factor of 1.3.
Figure 7.2 'shows that the steel frame obtained a·wind "load
f~ctor of 1.75 for a gravity load factor of 1.3. 'The maximum re-
quired wind load factor-for this condition is 1.3 so that the steel
fra1l).e. is slightly 'stronger than ne-cessary. For. a gravity 'load
factor of 1.0 the drift index of the frame at a wind load factor
.of 1.0 - 0 0015 h- h' 1~ · f (2.12)18.. W lC 18 a so satls actory. The steel frame
therefore represents a satisfactory design both from a maximum
strength and stiffness point of view.
Figure 7.2 also shows the load-drift curves when the floor
system interacts with the steel fram~ assuming an es~ential1y·rigid
shear connect~on between the slabs and frame beams. This composite'
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frame is also numbered 7.1. The equivalent slab width for each
floor is 32.0 in. and was obtained using a mesh grade of 1:1.5
(Art. 4.9). It can be seen that the effect of the floor system is
to increase the maximum strengt~ of the steel frame by approximate~
ly 14%. Furthermore, the drift index at a wind load factor of 1.0
is decre~s~d by approximately 20%.
The plastic hinge pattern at ultimate load for the composite
frame and the steel frame for a gravity load factor of 1.3 is also
shown in Fig. 7.2. It is clear that ultimate load coincided with
a pan~l mechanism in the bottom story.
7.1.3 Effect of Shear Connector Spacing
Figure 7 •. 3" shows the effect of several variables on the
service load drift of composite frame No. 7.1. Curve 1 is for a
very small shear connector spacing implying an essentially rigid
sh,ear connection. Curve 2 is for the AISC minimum shear connector
,spacing of 1" in. concrete cover between adjacent shear connectors.·
. Cur~e 3 is 'for a connector spacing of 6 in. which is the connector
spacing necessary to obt~in full composlte action between the slabs
. . (1.3)
and. the frame beams.
:.: .By comparing ,curves 1, 2 and 3 in F,ig. 7.3'it is evident .that
in6re~sing the connector spacing significantly in~reases the ser-
.vice load drift of a composite frame. This is also evident from
Table 7.1 where the nondimensionalized equivalent slab widths for
the various curves are given. 'Increasing the connector spacing
caused' a substantial decrease in the equiyalent slab width.
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The maximum strength of the composite frame for the three
connector spacings of curves 1, 2 and 3 was also obtained. The
results showed that connector spacing has no significant effect
on the maximum strength of a composite frame.
7.1.4 Effect of Discontinuities· in the Slab
Curve 4 in Fig. 7.3 represents the effect of a discontinuity
between the slab and the windward face of each column ·(Art. 2.6.1).
The sh~ar connector spacing 'for curve 4 is the same as for curve 3.
As shown in ra,b:e 7.1 the equivalent slab widths for curves 4. and 3,f .~.
are the same leading to the same load-drift curve. It is therefore
concluded that a discontinuity in the slab at the windward face of
a column has no effect on the service load drift of a composite
frame.
As for the maximum strength of a .composite frame the effect
of a discontinuity ,in the slab at the windward face of each column
is included in the maximum strength analysis (see Ch. 5).
7.1.5 Effect of Cracking of the Concrete Slabs.
Curve 5 in Fig. 7 •. 3 r~~resenta the effect of cracking of ·the
concrete slabs in the negative moment regions. It is evident that
'cracking of the slabs increases the service load drift of the com-
posite frame. However, as explained in Art. 6.4.3 the method of
including the effect of cracking greatly overestimates this effect
at service loads. qracking of the concrete slabs is therefore not
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expected to have a large influence on the service load drift of a
comp<?site frame.
Regarding the·maximum strength of the composite frame the-
method of analysis in Ch. 5 includes the effect of crack~ng of the
concrete slabs.
7.1.6 Saving of Steel Through Composite Action
The previous results showed that the maximum str~ngth of the
steel frame is significantly increased by the presence. of the floor
sys~em. It would therefore· be possible to design,an alternative.·
composite frame which has the same maximum s,trength ·as steel frame
No.· 7.1 •. If in addition the service load dri:ft of the alternative
composite frame is equal to or less than that of steel frame,
No. 7.i then considerable saving in steel may be achieved.
Figure 7.4 shows detail of composite frame No. 7.2. The only
difference. between this composite frame and steel frame No. 7.1
is that the frame beams have been decreased from Wl6x40 to Wl4x26.
. .
Figure 7.5 shows the load-drift curves of composite f~ame No. 7.2
and ·steel frame No. - 7·.1. The composite frame attains the same max-
imum strength as the steel frame with a gravity loa,d f~ctor· of 1.3 •.
. . -,Furthermore, . the composite frame exhibits a slightly smaller drift
at the s~rvice load level.
Re4ucing the frame b~ams ·from Wl6x40 to Wl4x26 resulted in a
·saving ,of 35 percent in the weight of the frame beams. However, a
certain amount of this saving· will be off-set by the ·add~tional
shear connectors necessa,ry to achieve composite action between the
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floor slabs and the frame beams.
7.1.7 Comparison with Experimental Results
The load-drift curves of Fig. 7.3 shows that at a wind load·
factor of 1.0 the drift of the composite frame assuming rigid shear
connection (curve 1) was 20 percent les~ than that of the steel
frame. This amounts to an increase of 25 percent in the stiffness
of the steel frame. The 25 percent increase in stiffness is
greater ,than the 15 percent reported in Ref. '1.29 but considerably
less than the 67 percent of Ref. 1.28.
·The increase in stiffness of the steel frame due to the floor
system is greatly affected by the relative magnitude of the bending
stiffnesses of the frame beams and columns. For steel frame
No. 7.1 the frame beams have a bending stiffness five times that of
the columns. The stiffness of this steel frame is therefore essen-
tially determined by the colunms'. .Adding the floor system to the
- frame will consequently not have a large effect on the stiffness
of the steel frame. A different situation exists in the next
design example.
7.2 Design Example 2
7.2 •.1 Description of Steel Frame 'No. 7.3
Figure 7.6 shows a detail of steel frame No. 7.3. This
three-bay ten-story 'frame is taken from a "three-dimensional buiid-
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ing frame with 20 "ft. by 20 ft. floor panels. The story height is
91-6". Sizes of the columns and frame beams are as $hown. All the
floor beams are WIOx15 ,at 10 ft. centers. All the steel members
have a yield stress level of 36 ksi.
The floor at roof level is subjected to a service live load
of 30 psf and a dead load of 40 psf. All other floors are subject-
ed to a service live load of 40 psf and a dead load of 55 psf.
Provision is made' in the dead load for" a 4 in. reinforced concrete
floor slab. The columns are further loaded by point loads repre-
senting exterior and interior walls. The service wind load on the
building is taken as 20 psf.
The. steel beams were designed to resist the floor loads with-
out consideration of composite action with the floor slabs. All
the members were designed according to the AISC Code (Ref. 1.3) for
.. both th.e gravity ~nd' combined gravity and wind load conditions. An
effective length ,factor of 1 was assumed for the col~s.
'7.2~2 Effect of the Floor System
. The load-drift -curves for steel. frame No.' 7.3 for grav~ty
load factors of.l.O and 1.3 are 'shown in Fig. 7.7. The maximum
. , ",load on the steel frame was reached when the third column from the
left in the bottom story reached its maximum load capacity. This
'accounts for the abrupt ending' of the 1oa~-drift curves.
Figure 7.7 also shows the load-drift curves when the floor
system interacts with the steel frame assuming, an essentially rigid
shear connection between the slabs and the frame beams. This
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composite frame is also numbered 7.3. The equivalent slab widths
for this composite frame were determined for floor levels 4 and 8
(see Fig. 7.6) as shown in Table 7.2. A mesh grade of 1:2.0 was
used in the finite element analysis (Art. 4.9) •. The equivalent
slab widths for the other floor levels were then assumed as shown
in Table 7.2.
Figure·7.7 shows that the effect of the floor system is to
significantly increase the maximum strength and stiffness of the
steel frame. With a gravity load factor of 1.3 the maximum
strength of the composite frame is 18 percent greater than that of
the steel frame. With a gravity load factor of 1.0' the drift index
of· the composite frame at a wind load fact'or of 1.0 is 41 percent
less than that of the s teelframe'. This implies that the composite
frame is 70% stiffer than the steel ,frame.
Figure 7.7 also shows the hinge pattern in the composite
frame at maximum load•.A panel mechanism is· close to being formed,
in the bottom story.
7.2.3' . Saving in Steel Through Composite Action
As for the steel frame No. 7.1 it is possible to 'design an
alternative· composite frame which has the-same maximum strength as
steel frame No'. 7.3. This camp,osi te frame, numbered' 7.4, 1.8 shown
. in Fig. 7.8. The only difference between composite frame No. 7.4
and steel frame l~o. 7.3 is th'at the frame beams have been decreased
as, shown in the figure. The 4 in. reinforced concrete slabs are
assumed to be rigidly connected to the frame beams •
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Figure 7.9 shows the load-drift curves for steel frame
No. 7.3 and composite frame No. 7.~. For a gravity load factor of
1.3 both frames reached es~entially the same maximum load. For a
gravity load factor of 1.0 and a wind 'load factor of 1.0 the co~
posit~ frame has a drift index 24 percent less than that of the
steel frame. The stiffness of the composite frame is consequently
32 percent greater than that of the steel frame.
Comparing the w~ight of the frame beams indicates that co~
posite frame No.7. 4 has 29 percent less steel than s"teel frame
No. 7.• 3. Therefore, by considering interaction between the floor
system and the steel frame a significant saving in steel is
achi"eved. In addition a sub'stantial increase in stiffness is ob-
tained as noted above.
7.2.4 Comparison with Experimental Results
"As noted in Art. 7.2.2 composite frame No. 7.3 had a stiff-
ness 70 percent g~eater than that of steel· frame No. 7.3. This'
increase is slightly greater than the '67 percent reported in Ref.
1.28. As mentioned in Art. 7.1.7 the increase in stiffness is
greatly dependent on the ratio of the bending stiffnesses of the
frame beams to that of the columns. The ~ending stiffnesses of
the frame beams of' steel frame' No. 7.3 are approximately the same
as that of the columns. The increase in stiffness of ste~l frame
No. 7.3 due to the floor system is tllerefore expected to be 8ub-
stantial.
7.3 Comparison of Equivalent Slab Widths
It is of interest to compare the equivalent slab widths of
this study with those reported in Refs. 1.20 and 1.21. This co~
parison is shown in Table 7.3. The values reported in the refer-
ences were obtained in the absence of floor and frame beams. This
factor must be considered when comparing the results.
It is apparent from Table 7.3 that the equivalent slab widths
obtained in this study are considerably smaller than those reported
in Refs. 1.20 and 1.21. One "reason for this difference is the
absence of all, beams in the problems treated in the references.
Table 7.4 shows the equivalent slab widths for all the composite
·iram~s of this study. - Decreasing the frame beams caused a s~gnifi­
oant 'increase in, the equivalent slab width. The equivalent slab
widths reported in the references are therefore expected tocbe
greater than those obtained in this ~sttidy.
A second reason may lie in the modeling of the columns. In
this study the columns were modeled as having finite width but no
depth. In Refs. 1.20 and 1.21 the columns were also given finite
de.pth.
The equival·ent slab widths obtained in this study gave stiff-
nesses for the composite frames which compared favorably with the
available experimental results (Arts.7.1.7 and 7.2.4). Consider-
able confidence can therefore be placed on the results of this
study. However, beca~se of the wide scatter of the values in,
Table 7.3 .more work need be done to confirm the effect of beams on
the equivalent slab width.
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8 • RECO:MMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
8.1 Formed Metal Deck Slabs
Although only solid f~oor slabs are considered in this disser-
tation the basic theory also applies to formed metal deck slabs.
When ~etermining the s,tiffness of composi te one-s tory assemblages the
effect of a formed metal deck slab can be included ~Y using ortho-
tropic plate theory. The maximum strength analysis of composite ane-
story assemblages with,formed metal deck construction presents no
problem.
8.2 Discontinuity on the Leeward Sides of the Columns
The load-deflection curves presented in this dissertation include
the effect of a discontinuity in the concrete floor slabs 'on the wind-·
,.ward sides of the columns but not on'the leeward sides. To include a
discontinuity on the l~eward sides of the columns requires an extension
of the nonlinear analysis presented on this dissertation.
Friction between the Slab and, the Steel Beams
The experimental results presented in Ref. 1.28 showed that fric-
tion between the slab and the steel beams has a s,ignificant effect on
the stiffness of a composite'fra~e. The effect of friction can'be.in-
cluded by suitably modifying the load-slip relationship of the"shear
connectors. It will be affected by the magnitude of the gravity loads
on the'floors, by the friction coefficient of concrete on steel and by
. the lateral spacing of the unbraced steel frames.
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8.4 Schematic Model of a Composite Slab-Beam System
In the sch~matic model of a c~mposite slab-beam system presented
in this·dissertation the total interface shear force is applied as a
concentrated force at the end of the steel beam element. This ign~res
the fact that the shear force is in fact, distributed along the length
of the steel beam element. It is conceivable that the distributed na-
tu~e of, the interface shear force can be included by suitably modifying
the axial stiffness of the steel beam element.
8.5 Inelastic Analysis of'Composite One-Story Assemblages
The analysis of composite one-story assemblages presented in this
dissertation is linearly elastic. This analysis can be extended to a
nonlinear analysis for incorporation in the sway-subassemblage method.
8.6 Ductility Requirements for the Concrete Slabs
The maximum strength analysis of composi~e one-st?ry assemblages~
presented herein assumes that concrete has sufficient ductility in com~
pression to reach, and maintain the maximum strength. The limited duc-
tility,on concrete is well known and further theoretical arid experimen~
tal work is necessary in this' resp~ct.
8.7 Analysis, of Tubes, Tube-in-Tubes and Framed Tubed Structures
In this dissertation th~ composite behavior of floor systems and
unbraced steel frames were considered. This study can be extended to
..
also inc'lucie other structural steel systems such as' the tube, tube-in-
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tube and the framed tube. Combined frame and shear wall systems can
also be considered by extending the analytical procedures presented
in this dissertation.
,8.8 Simplification of the Finite Element Analysis
For the stiffness analysis of composite one-story assemblages a
twenty degree of freedom finite element was used. A considerab-le sav-
ing in computer execution time could be attained if a finite e'lement
of fewer degrees of freedom could be used. This would be possible if
it could be shown that either the in-plane or bending behavior of the
floor slabs· can be neglected without significantly a~fecting the
results.
8.9 Nonsymmetrical Buildings
In this dissertation only symmetrical multistory buildings sub~
jected to symmetrical loads were considered. The· extension .of no~sym­
metrical buildings requires considerable additional development but
would be a significant c·ontribution.
8.10 Experimental Studies
There is clearly a lack of experimental studies against which .
the resu1.ts presented in this dissertation can be· evaluated. The· two
experimental studies of Refs. 1.28 and 1.29 gave results which are too
far apart to form a significant conclusion regarding the theoretical
results of this dissertation. Furth,etmore t.he two experimental studies
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provide no information on the maximum strength of composite frames.
Additional experimental work is therefore necessary.
8.11 Finite Element Representation of the Columns
In the finite element analysis of a composite one-story assem-
blage the length and flange width of the columns we~e considered but
not the depth of the column section. The depth of the column section
may have an effect on the equivalent slab width and th~s aspect re-
quires further investigation.
8.12. Dynamic Behavior of Composite Frames
.Only the static behavior,of composite frames was studi~d in
this dissertation. The extension of the study to dynamic behavior
is important from an earthquake point of view.
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9,. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study concerns the effect of floor systems on the maxi-
mum strength and stiffness. of three-dimensional multistory steel
frames. The three-dimensional·steel frame consists of a series of
parallel unbraced frames forming the main gravity and lateral load
resis~ing elements. The unbraced frames have symmetric geometry,
are evenly spaced and are subjected to symmetr~c distributions of
floor loads as viewed in a direction parallel to the unoraced frames,
The floor system consists of solid reinforced concrete slabs
attached with headed steel study shear connectors to the support~ng
floor' and frame beams. Since the floor slabs are also attached to
the frame beams, the floor system interacts with the unoraced frames
in resisting ~he applied gravity and lateral loads.
The symmetric geometry and loading of the three~dimensional
frame allow any oile of the unbraced frames with-its panel wide
floor system to be studied in order to obtain the load~drtft be~
havior of the complete frame. Such a reduced' frame is called a .
composite 'frame in this -dissertation.' The study of composite f'rames
fo-rms the major part of this dissertati·on.
The 'composite frame is further reduced to an equivalent
. plane frame consi~tj.ng of the unbraced steel ,frame but with the
floor system at e:ach level replac.ed by an equivalent slab-, The
equivalent slab has the same thickness as the actual floor slab
and its width is uniform along the length of the frame. A 'r~tgid
shear connection is assumed between the equivalent slab and the •
frame· beam.
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~ The width of the equivalent slab is obtained from a finite
element analysis of the composite o~e-story assemblage of each floor
level. This composite assemblage consists of the floor slab,floor
and frame beams and the columns .of the story below. Using the por~al
method a set of loads is applied to the composite assemblage and the
horizontal deflection determined. The equiv~lent slab width is ob-
tained ~s that width which gives the same horizontal· deflection as
the actual floor system.
The equivalent slab width includes the effect 6f' a flexible
shear ,connection between the floor slabs and the steel beams. Dis-
continuities in the floor slabs such as shrinkage gaps at the columns
or holes are also accounted for in the equivalent slab width. Crack-
ing of the concrete slabs is ·considered in the determination of. the
equivalent slab"width.
The equivalent plane frame is then subjected to a second-order
elastic-plastic analY,sis ·to yield the load-drift curve of the com-
o posite frame. The plastic moments of the frame beams are replaced.
by the composite plastic moments of the floor system. Equations are
derived to calculate the plastic moments' for any transverse cross-
·section of ·the floor.
The composite plastic moment.of any transverse cross-section
of .the, floor is det~rmined by considering the floor sla.b and frame
beam as constituting a continuous composite beam in the 'longitudinal
direction. Using standard composite beam theory the plastic moment at
any section can be determined. The longitudinal shear strength of.the
reinforced concrete slab is one 'of the factors governing the maximum
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~force in the slab.·
To include the effect of flexibility of the shear connectors
a new element stiffness matrix is developed for the steel beams. The
stiffness matrix includes the effect of relative horizontal slip be-
tween the slab and the steel beam. Eccentricity of the steel beam
'with respect to the floor slab is also accounted for.
~o design examples are presented. One is a two-bay three-
story composite frame and the other is ·a three-bay ten-story composite
. frame. Load-drift curves are presented for both the composite frames
and the associated unbraced steel frames for gravity load factors of
1.0 and 1.3. The effect of the floor system on the maximum strength
and stiffness of the steel frame is demonstrated. It is also shown
how flexible shear connection, shrinkage gaps at the columns and
cracking of the concrete slabs affect the load-drift curve of a co~
. posite frame.
From this study several conclusions m~y be drawn:
I} The" method of analyzing three-dimensional multistory.
frames as presented in this dissertation is approx-
imate but much less expensive than conventional
methods of analysis.
2) The analytical method gives results which cdmpare
favorably with available experimental results.
3) The floor system can increase the stiffness of the
steel frame at the service load level by as much
'as 70 percent.
4) The floor system can increas"e the maximum strength
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of the steel frame by 14 to 18 percent.
5) A saving of 35 percent on the weight of the (rame
beams can be, achieved by considering interaction
between the floor system and the steel frame.
6) The effect of the floor system is more pronounced
when the bending stiffnesses of the frame, beams are
not much greater than those of the columns.
7) A flexible shear connection between the floor slabs
and the frame beams significantly decreases the
stiffness of a composite frame at the service load
level but has no effect on' the maximum stren~th.
8) Shrinkage gaps between the floor slabs and the
windward faces of the columns have, no appreciable
effect on either the maximum strength or stiffness
.of a compo.site frame.
9) Cracking of the reinforced concrete slabs has a
small effect on the service loaq drift of a com-
posite frame.
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10 • NOMENCLATURE
A area of the steel beam
s
A' = K'A
·s s
A = area of the slab reinforcement
sr
B = panel width of a floor, semi-band width of a stiffness
matrix
B = average column flange width in a story
c
C = maximum compressive force in a slab
D = elastic bending stiffness of a slab
E = Young's modulus of steel
E = Young's modulus for concrete
c
F = axial force in a shear connector
G = shear modulus
H = horizontal load on a building, total height of- frame,
I = moment of inertia of the steel beam area about the
·x
reference piane
I = moment .of inertia of the steel beam about centroidal axis
o
I'
x
J
c
J
s
J'
J'
s
K
c
- I . + At
o S
- tors:J-onal stiffness o'f a group of shear connectors
= St. Venant torsional stiffness of the steel beam
J.
c
J + J
c s
= J' 'J
s
= total stiffness of all the shear connectors on a beam
element
K = axial stif~pess of the steel beam element
s
·-104-
= K /(IZ + K )
c c s
= K /(K + K )
s c s
;::
'span length
= clear span length
;:: bending moment (general)
= plastic moment
= moment about the reference plane
M
L
Mp.
M
s
M = moment of r~sistance of a composite section
r
Kit
N = size of the stiffness matrix
N = number of shear connectors on a beam element
c
N = number of pairs of' shear connectors on a beam elementp
N = axial force in the steel be~m
s
P = column force
Q ,- total shear force in all the connectors on a beam
element, shear force in ,a column
Q' = horizontal shear strength of the reinforced concrete slab
S = statical moment of the steel beam area about the
x
,refe'renee plane
s ~ = K' S
x x
T - torque, maximum tensile force in the slab, beam forc~
T = torque d~e to a pair of connectors
o
v = shear force (general), maximum permissible -force in
the slab
v' = shear strength of a group of connectors
•
w. .- gravity load on a floor
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a = area of a shear connector
c
at = transition length.
b = flange width (general)
c height of the shear connectors
d = depth of the steel beam
e = eccentricity
ft = unconfined compressive strength of concrete
c
f
t
= tensile strength of concrete
f - yield 'stress of steel (general)y
f , =' yield stress of .slab reinforcementyr
h = story height
k = elastic stiffness of a shear connector
c
n
p
= length of a beam element
E
= ratio 0'£ Young's moduli .J...E
x
= distance between rows of connectors
q = distance from' column centerline to first shear connector
. qu maximum shear strength of a shear connector"
t = flange thickness, slab thickness
u = d,isplacement in the -x-direction of the reference plane
v d~splacement in the y-direction of the refere~ce plane,
v = mean ultimate longitudinal shear s~ress ,in the' slab
u
w
y
ex
y
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~ = horizontal deflection (drift) of a building, relative
horizontal slip between the slab and the steel beam
£ = normal strain
e = rotation of the reference plane
. ep = Airy stress function, curvature
cr = normal stress
p = area of longitudinal reinforcement per unit cross-
sectional area of the slab
T = shear stress
V Poisson ratio
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At
J ' I
,
s
BEAM £. ft N A 'S XP cVARIABLE SIZE in. c c in. s J' Iksi in. S' s x
x
S
x
BEAM W16x40 30 3 6 3 4 .27 .98 .48
SIZE W30xl16 30 3 6 3 4 .11 .88 .40
BEAM
ELEMENT W16x40 30 3 6 3 4 .27 .98 .48
LENGTH W16x40 60 3 6 3 4 .60 1.00 .71(i)
CONCRETE Wl6x40 30 3 6 3 4 .27 .98 .48
STRENGTH W16x40 30 6 6 3 4 .38 .98 .56
(f t )
-c
NUMBER
OF SHEAR W16x40 30 3 6 3 4 .27 .98 .48
CONNECTORS W16x40 30 3 3 3' 4 .16 .97 .40
(N )
c
DISTANCE
BETWEEN W16x40 30 3 6 3 4 .27 .98 .48
ROWS OF W16X40 30 3 6· 6 4- .,27 '1. 00 .48
CONNECTORS'
(p)
CONNECTOR W16x40 30 3 ·6 3 4 .27 .98 -.48
LENGTH W16x40 30 3 '6 3 -2 .27 .99 .48
(c)
DIAMETER OF 'CONNECTORS = 3/4 in.
SLAB THICKNESS = 5 in.
Table 3·1: Effect of Flexible Shear Connection on the Transformed
Properties of the Steel Beam
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CONNECTOR SPACING DISCONTINUITY CONCRETE EQUrYALENT
CURVE ON IN THE CRACKJ:NG SLAB WIDTH
NUMBER FRAME BEAMS SLABS PANEL WIDTH
VERY AISC NORMAL
SMALL MIN. (6")
1 X .133
2 X .068
I
3 X .024
4 X x. .024
5 X X X .013
Table 7.1: Equivalent Slab Widths for Composite Frame No. 7.1
\
FLOOR EQUIVALENT SLAB WIDTH
PANEL WIDTH
LEVEL
CALCULATED ASSUMED
1 ----~ .132
2 ------ '.132
3 ............... .132
4 .132 .132
5. .132
6 _...........~ .133
7 .............- .133
8 .133 .133
9 .... -,-..,1-.1 .133
10 ,....~....- .133
Table 7.2: Equivalent Slab Widths for Composite Frame No. 7.3
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COMPOSITE EQUIVALENT SLAB WIDTH
PANEL WIDTH
FRAME
NUMBER WITHOUT FRAME BEAMS WITH FRAME BEAMS
REF. 1.20 REF. 1.21 DISSERTATION
7.1 .32 .24 .133
7.3 .32 .24 ."132
Table 7.3: Comparis"on of Equivalent Slab Widths
COMPOSITE FRAME EQUIVALENT 'SLAB
FRAME" BEAM WIDTH
NUMBER SIZE PANEL WIDTH
. 7.1 W16x40 .133
7.2 W14x26 .161
7.3 . W14x22 . .132
7.4 W12x16.5 .145
Table 7.4: Equivalent Slab Widths for all Composite Frames
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14. APPENDIX'
. '
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION FOR IN-PLANE BEHAVIOR OF ArT ORTHOTROPIC PLATE
The strain-stress relationship for an orthotropic materi~l in-
plane stress is
cr "
X
E = --
x E
x
lO.la
E: --y
cr
\> x
yx E
x
lO.lb
'I
- 2?l
Yxy ~ G
xy
Symmetry of Eqs. 10.1a and lO.lb requires that
10.le
.V
Jl5:. =
E
x
v
2?l,
E
Y
10.2
In Art. 2.3.2 the value for G as given in Ref. 2.8 was used.
xy
That value for G was obtained by considering a layered m~terial. In
'XY
this appendix the value for G will not be specified in order to keep
xy
the formulation general.
The stresses can be written in' terms of the Airy ,stress function ~,
that. is,
cr = n (J :::: ~ T = _IT
x dy2
,
,y ax2
,
xy dXdY
Substitution of Eq. 10.3 in 10.1 ~ives
l' n V nE: - ...E-
x E dY2 E ax2x y
10.3
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lO.4b
y =-
xy .
1 rr
G dXdY
xy
lO.4c
The compatibility condition in two dimensions is given by(4.2)
10.5
Substitution of Eqs. 10.4 in Eq. 10.5 gives
1 34th' V~-~
E' l) 4 E
x ay y
that is
1 ~ 1 V V ·8 1 ~+ (--~-~) 2 2 + E = 0E dy4 GEE dX4x xy y x ax 8y . y
Using Eq. 10.2 then ·Eq., 10.6 becomes
1 4 . 2 V ¢ 1~r.t. + [-..1:...._ xy] 0E d 4 G E dX2ay2 +E 4x y xy y . y dX 10.7
~quation 10.7 is the governing differential equation for
in-plane behavior of an ort~otropi6 plate.
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